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Move over Pelé! Here comes Armando Avile..........
Throwing around some cow chips with Matt Krupnick ................
The Lumberjock
scoreboard returns! .........
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Editorial: Why Arcata’s utility tox should pass
Editor at Large ...............
Liquid Lunch returns for one last hurrah! ..
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This edition of The Lumberjock is dedicated to Greg Mognus, who served as editor in
chief of the Lumberjack for a five-month run in 1995. Greg, you will be remembered

always. And remember kids, don't drink ond drive.
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Premium Local Ice Cream
Handcrafted in small batches

’ A full line of Sorbets, Sherberts,

Non-fat Yogurt.
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Campus radio nearly $40,000 in red

@® The seventh

anaval Leadership

Fund-raiser a success; no news is bad news for radio station KHSU
By Mos: Waele
Despite a lack of hard local news,

KHSU’s pledge drive is going better
than expected, with more than 630

pledges totaling $36,000 for the financially strapped station as of Tuesday.
The station’s first and only attempt
at covering local news ended last month
when David Silverbrand, former news
director, left KHSU after 20 months to

be a news director and anchorman at
Channel 6 in Eureka.
Within a week of Silverbrand’s notice, the nonprofit radio station was
for continued syndication of National
Public Radio.
The loss of spot local news didn’t

ae

offset the $20,000 saved with
Silverbrand’s absence, however. In

a full-time news director, said KHSU

General Manager Jill Paydon.
The combination of the increase in

dues and the loss of Silverbrand has
caused KHSU to adopta “hang tough”
attitude, Paydon said.

interestedin

improving their
leadership skills.
The conference
included
o one-unit
dass for the new
leadership studies
minor
on Friday and
a slate
of 14
workshops, including
a keynote speech, on
Saturday.
About 140
students listened to
keynote speaker
Debra Westlake of
the Covey Leadership
Center talk about
how people
con

She said that programming and per-

notified of a $38,000 increase in dues

March KHSU asked HSU’s College of
Arts and Humanities for money to pay

Conference
held over
the weekend
attracted students

erating expenses, such as engineering,
accounting, fund raising, administration and p
ming.
Paydon said that the fund-raiser will
not be extended to cover the budget
gap because of the “fine line you walk”
with fundraisers and that an additional
two weeks would bore and irritate listeners.
“Right now we don’t intend to do
anything” about the budget gap,
Paydon said.
She said KHSU will continue with
its usual programming with the assumption that it will be paid for.

LUMBERJACK STAFF

“We're going to take it in stages
through the year,” she said. “The main
thing is to maintain the current level of

programming.”
The $39,900 disparity Ketel expenses and income will not be covered
by the expected $54,000 gathered by
the fundraiser.

MN Tea

“We've got to raise this money before we even deal with the budget gap,”
KHSU Director of Development
Stephen Slade said. “It’s going better
than expected. Basically the deal is we
say we'll stop when we reach $54,000
and I’m hoping we'll end early.”
The $54,000 will cover normal op-

3

sonnel are the most important aspects
of keeping the station on the air, and
that extras like travel expenses have
already been cut.
Part-time staffers are expected to bare
the brunt of the budget deficit if cuts
are necessary, she said.
Meanwhile, KHSU is still looking
foran news director and there is still no
local news. KHSU has interviewed a
few prospective interim news directors, but nobody has been hired.
KHSU “recognizes the need and

become more

effective leaders.
“Overall ... (the
conference) went
really well,” said
Freida Ravasco, who

helped organize the
two-day event. “I got
really positive
feedback from the

i
‘w
7

evaluations from

See KHSU in the red, page 4

students.”

RHA president upset with

“

:

A.S. handling of resolution
ByTUMBERIACK
Hally Wosrts
STAFF

up as an issue to us, which is where it needs

eral studies sophomore, said she was notified about the resolution Monday afternoon,

RHA should be instrumental in the policy
ing process.

’

to go to, because that’s how housing policies
change.”
The A.S. touched a nerve Monday night
“You can pass the resolution but it’s not
at their council meeting when a proposed going to have direct impact, unless it comes
resolution to improve residence hall comthrough us,” she said.
munity policies was introduced without first
Rees Hughes, director of Housing and
consulting with the Residence Hall Advi- _ Dining, said “Any resolution is purely advisory board.
sory.”
RHA president Sandra Ferguson, a libHe said he agreed
with Ferguson that the

just hours before the council meeting.

“I'd be really open to work with RHA

“Article III, Section A of the same contract

which provides for direct residential input
into community development.”
“My feelings that this is notan A.S. issue,
this is a residence hall issue,” she said. “It
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The resolution states that one such change

is “a policy supporting the unrestricted use
of undercover police forces in order to deal
with substance abuse.”

|

=

ures concerning the Residence Halls

of HSU were changed for this academic year
without proper consultation or approval of
said residents...”

has completely gone over our heads.”

ultrasound uses sound waves to0 look for
2.62 6 cmmaee
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“Whereas, certain guidelines, policies, and

=

sentative and signed by nine other residence

—&—s

as guidance for residents,” he said.
The proposed resolution states:

Dining Services contract
was in conflict with

2

“I want to empower the RHA and I want
(it)to help
us with policy changes. (It serves)

The resolution was written by Charles
Douglas, A.S. professional studies repree

hall students. The resolution was created
because some residents felt the Housing and

‘ ree
hoe ol eet
Game
Early Detection Program in Eureka, said

(residence hall) students,” he said.

=

about the proposed resolution.

because they’re the ones that represent the

-*

“I found out about thisat 40’clocktoday.
That pisses me off,” said Ferguson, addressing the councilon not receiving more notice
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KHSU in the red
« Contianed bom page

and frequent interviews of com-

wants to serve
news, Paydon
But KHSU’s
is “relativley

munity members.
The Corporation for Public

the need” for local
said.
effort at local news
new” and KHSU

Elect

Marilyn

Broadcasting raised KHSU’s
yearly fee for NPR to $76,000. For

the past five years, KHSU has been
receiving NPR for half-price with a
special waiver meant for “rural stations,” even though HSU is techni-

could possibly have “pulled it off”
if the revenue stream wasn’t cut,

she said.
KHSU covers the campus and
surrounding communities with information programs such as the
“HSU
magazine
show
Homepage,” a public affairs show

cally not considered to be in a rural
area by the Corporation's standards.

Slade said that it’s basically “a
dang deal.”

Considering
the paper is due tomorrow,
aren’t
you glad we're open till midnight?

es
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-15 years experience as an attorney including Directing Attorney, California Indian Legal Services.
- Prosecuted or defended more than 20
appellate cases in the State and Federal
courts of appeal, with six published
opinions.
°

Open
7 Days

ved the "G-O Road" case before the

U.S. Supreme Court.

- Former juvenile probation officer and
educator, Humboldt County.
- Called by both the U.S. House and Senate
for expert testimony.

aie LLANAN
ARCATA

For

City

COUNCIL

- Served as faculty for the California Center
for Judicial Education.
-Worked with the Judicial Council of California on ways to improve the judical
system.

* Recipient, State Bar of California Board of
Governors President's Pro Bono Service

Award for significant achievement in legal

¢

services.
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"Jennifer's youth, enthusiasm, and experience are the reasons I'm
working on her campaign. Her strong stance on the environment.

coupled with her focus on building consensus will make her an outstanding council member."

JASON

KIRKPATRICK

"Her integrity and commitment to public service as an expression of
direct democracy is truly inspirational. She is both hard working and

. well informed, and she brings a creativity and dedication to local poliMrvani Wits
tics that Arcata will clearly benefit from.”

Got a problem with The Lumberj ack?
The editor’s name is Jackson Garland.

DIR
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"Jennifer's commitment to Arcata as a sustainable community sup-

ported by her intelligence and hard work is an important factor in my
vote for her as councilwoman."
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budget

Thirteen dollars can pay for a
compact disc, a new paperbackor

46 Y/
hequest
$5,000
1,989

4b Y
Received
$5,000
1,989

2308

a student’s Instructionally Related .
Freida Ravasco,

a

CTIONA!
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Wednoeday, Get. 28, 1946

How much money do you give the IRA?
Athletics takes
biggest chunk of
mandatory fees.

ee

469.388

‘te ia

“8 amp

IRA board

chairwoman, said many students

don’t know what the fee pays for.
“People are curious where their
ing. Unless they have

Attention Rocky “Virgins”: Get your face painted for $1.00!
Woman owned, relationship
focused & always discreet. Our commitmentis
to intimacy, education&
healthful pleasure,

Our goal is

tee

+ Ope

“

ees auiabiacnabietines
ofthe programs, they don’tknow,”
she said

The IRA fees were first begun
about 1978, said Joan Tyson,
business manager for A.S.
The A.S. fee is separate, but the

Eureka’s First Original

A.S. office administers the IRA

budget.

SALMA HMR

“The student body presidents

of the (California State University)

system voted to start it because the
students didn’t want a drain from
their A.S. budgets for academic

committee.
IRA funds go to academic
proKee
cnr
ey ae 0
state to ensure they are ad-

“Sineteanetfite reluctancy (of
the state to pay) but lack of funds.
Ve
aan through
eareg budget
1980s,” Ravasco

Se
would cover the cost of the IRA

A LS

programs.
Some programs funded through
IRA seem to not be related to class-

ics he thinks the money is well
worth it.

room academics,
such as intercol-

comm: |a a eelee
5 ason
cam
aan
a ptednner
ing to make our students have a

activities,” she said. “So they cre-' legiate athletics, but Ravasco said
ated a separate fee called the IRA all IRA funded programs
are acafeeand students by referendum
put demic.
it in place.”
Interim Athletic Director Scott
The budget is determined
by a Nelson, who was once a member
board made up of five students and of the IRA board, agreed.
five faculty, staff or administrators.
“All in
athletics are
By rule, a student must chair the

UMRAO

aclass,”
he said.

The almost $70,000 of the IRA
fees which go to athletics go to pay
student insurance
and away-game
transportation costs.

“The insuranceis
for protection
oftheathletes,”
Nelson said. “(IRA

money) is one-third of our travel
The other two-thirds is
raised in the Athletic
by our fundraisers
and all that.”
_
erent
not support using mandated studevs fies tec tetaptatealinenies

“(Athletes) come fromacross the

better experience
at HSU.”

a

Ravasco said a lot of what the
ie,

“I think there’s a stretch with a
lot of the IRA programs. The paee
low,”
she said.
Tones
student concem about their money going to
athletics butitisconsidered an (academic) out-of-claseroom experience.”
Ravasco said HSU’s IRA fee is
much lower than that of many
CSUs. HSU students
pay $26 for

~ See IRA budget,
page 6 i

Hinrichs endorsed by Fish & Game
Wardens’ Protective Association.

“I am pleased to announce that the California Fish & Game Wardens’
Protective Association (CFGWPA) has endorsed your candidacy for the
Municipal Court Judge in the North Humboldt Judicial District.
Your history as a defender of the State’s resources shows all Californians that
you care deeply for everyone that enjoys and protects the environment. With
your history as a prosecutor, the California Fish & Game Wardens’ Protective
Association feels confident that with your election as Judge, the resources of

state will continue to be safeguarded and secure for future generations.”
ne

Zee
A. <n

“gi

President, CA Fish & Game Wardens’ Protective Association
P.O. Box 4659 © Arcata, CA9SSIO © (707) 622-0720 © Peid for bythe Commiion fo Elec Joyce Hiaics lodge © Marilyn Lows, Ireesoer 108 951781

mountain bike is stolen from
bike racks in front of the Lipadthe ed
_ brary. It is determin
lock was cut.
tied toa
© Two dogs a
exterior
level
on thesixth
are
of Cypress Hall. The canines
water dish is left behind. :
e A wallet is reported stolen

© Oct. 14: A vehicle is broken into and a CD player valued at $450 is stolen.
¢ A bong is confiscated from
a resident in Madrone Hall and
slated for destruction.

financing available with low at $123,568.59. Start here,

* While parked near the
Wildlife Building, a freshly
painted vehicle receives an 8inch scratch from an unknown
culprit.
A report ofa male wandering the halls of Science D is
filed. Ajuvenileis contacted and
itis determined
he is waiting for
his parent who is attending a

start now and be glad tomorrow you bought real estate
today. Call Joe Herrera, certified Real Estate Broker with

Bay City Investments - (707) 445-4312
—y

PEOPLE POWERED RADIO

World News 11 am
Calendar 5:40 5

ori

call in: 923-3011
Studio
or 1-800-KMUD-RAD

NORTHERN

HUMBOLDT

HUMBOLDT

MENDOCINO

For

at Forbes Complex
is filed.
¢ The theft of a cart from the
third floor cafeteria of the Jolly

Giant Commons is reported. The
cart is later found on the Cypress
lawn in whatappears
to bea prank.

© Oct. 17: A white man with
red hair
is spotted sleeping in the

second floor lounge of Tan Oak
Hall. The man states he was visiting a resident ofthe hall. He is
advised
of proper regulations.

and warned regarding campus

© Continued from page 5

38 3 88.9
NORTHERN

e Agreenmen 's Huffy three-

ee

ee

Operations. The manis contacted
ons.

¢ Two 8-pound shotputs are
stolen from the exterior of a ve-

for safekeeping.
© Oct. 20: The victim of a

lacerated hand is

to Mad River Community
Hos-

ital.
, ¢ The theft of a green Gary
Fisher 21-speed mountain bike

from in front of Forbes Complex is reported.
e Awoman sprains herankle
at Forbes Complex.
She refuses
medical treatment. A friend
picks her up. © Oct. 21: A forest green/

black Diamond Back “Outlook” men’s 21-speed moun-

tain bike is stolen from the
northeast bike racks at Harry

Griffith Hall.

* A tool pouch is stolen from
a Plant Operations vehicle.
eSuspicious e-mail is received at Founders Hall.
-Compiled by David Perry

IRA budget

7:05 pm
Talk Shows

SOUTHERN

y inthe men’s locker room

emens Hall. The fowls are confiscated
and ahome is found for
¢ A $200 Nishiki Bravo 18-

aa

e A report of a man acting

© Oct. 18: A male is reported
sleeping under trees near Plant

both.

Local News 8 am & 6 pm

from the men’s locker room at
Forbes Complex.

class.
© Oct. 15: Two injured

chickens are found inside Si-

ter.

arrival of UPD, but a

gone

Four Plex with cash flow ‘cubes for you; rent free;
located in Fields Landing; garden spot of Humboldt
County, small seaside community between Eureka and
College of the Redwoods. City water, sewer, natural gas
and cable. She who hesitates is lost. Call now. Excellent

hicleat the Fieldhouse Court.
© Oct. 19: A piece of roof tile
is thrown
an East office window at the Health Cen-

have a pretty diverse spectrum
of where we give our IRA fund-

“Basically, IRA is for the part
of the class that is a culminating
experience. It could be a compe-

pay as much as $200.
Ravasco said IRA funds are

From (Youth Educational Services) to (Campus Center for Ap-

tition or a theater performance.
Students are learning something in class and then they go

“On most other CSU campuses

Lumberjack.”
Tyson said the main purpose

out and perform music, forensics
(debating), athletics,
all that. Ifyou
keep that in mind ... you'll
see that

chance to show what they have

applies to every one of the pro-

the fee a year. The CSU average is
$36 and at some schools students
spent well at HSU.

"TaD, oc 3 do CATEEOD Eat mudi

membership
information call (707)823-2513 or writeto

mostof their IRA fees go to intercollegiate athletics. We're actually one of the campuses that
underfunds it,” she said. “We

in

propriate Technology) to The

of the fee is to give students a
learned in school.

ONDO
$265

grams.”

HALLOWEEN
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Bulmer, narrow and
taller than Baskerville,

‘yet retaining the
classic face of Bodoni.
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Breast cancer
© Coatinued from page 3
abnormalities within the breast.
This method is used more often
for younger women because of

their dense breast tissue.

The American Cancer Society
advises women to do an exam every
month from age 20, a clinical breast

exam every three years for ages 20 to
39 and yearly from age 40 and a
for women
the age of
40 to 49 every one to two years or

Pte, RS Be SRR OO TIONN YS NRCS
TEIT NOOO T ETT
TN OTIS

PETE CHENARD GRAPHICS
EOTTDR

* yearly for women more than 50.
To raise awareness
during Breast
Cancer Awareness Month, Phelps
and a representative
from the North
Coast Breast and Cervical Cancer
Awareness
Projects in Eureka set up
an information
table on the University Center Quad on Monday and
provided brochures
and information
about breast cancer. They also demonstrated
a breast self-exam witha
model
of a breast.
Other activities featured during
Breast Cancer Awareness Month

cer Society/Irish Shop Fashion

Show last week which raised funds
for free mammograms for income

eligible women ages 40 to 49 and the
the Cl ee ee Candle-

Phelps said letters about these

events and breast and cervical care

services were sent to faculty, staff
and female students over the age of

40.

The Student Health Center offers pap smear/pelvic exams that
include a clinical breast exam and
instructions on how to do a breast
self-exam ination for $16.25. Italso
refers students with questionable
symptoms to community obstetrician/gynecologists or to the North
Coast Breast and Cervical Cancer
Awareness Projects.
The NBCCSP offers free cancer
screening services to those in financial need and over the age 40.
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For more information, call 2694241.

Breast cancer sometimes strikes men
it is reality.
Although
breast cancer in men

family history of the disease.
The risksof female breast cancer
— such as alcohol, smoking and
obesity — have not been proven to
cause male breast cancer.
Butsince
breast canceris “mainly

rare, they are not immune to the

a woman’s disease,” there are no

can Cancer Society.
About 1,400 American
men —

130 from California
— will be diagnosed with breast cancer in
1996.

A Family Practice News article
stated the chances of men being
i
with breast cancer increases
four times when there
is a

HOKULL
>

ee

educational materials to give to
men, said Jenny Phelps, a health
educator at HSU.
“I have never seen a brochure
(on male breast cancer),” she said.

Kim Coelho, a field services spe-

cialist at the American Cancer Society, said the reason is less than 1

percent of American men develop
breast cancer.

Now Serving
Lunch Again!

chure out) on a regular basis,” she
said
Kate Mott, clinical services co-

ordinator
for the Breast and Cervical Cancer Early Detection
Pro-

gram in Eureka, said that men often seek treatment and are diagnosed when the cancer is in its
later stages.
She said less can be done because they wait too long to be examined
by a doctor.
She recommends
men be exam-

ined by a doctor right

away ifmen

experience any of the following

ACCESSORIES
COSTUME KITS
OR MAKE

nar
FE COL

fers free clinical breast exams to
anyone concerned about their

breast health. Call 826-5036 foran

UP YQUR

-

11TH

&

H

STREETS

ARCATA ¢ 822-4751

appointment.

TROUBLE?

Weekdays

Monday-Friday

Call for
reservations
826-2345
~

disease, according to the Ameri-

male breast cancer to give a bro-

symptons: a lump, fluid discharge
from the nipple or puckered, scaly
or irritated skin. She also said another sign is when the nipple is
drawn into the breast. As with
women, a mammogram may be
used to examine male breasts.
Phelps recommends a breast
self-examination for men as wellas
for women. An exam is a way to
detect changes or feel lumps in the
breast.
The Student Health Center of-

Jacoby's
.

Storehouse,
Arcata

OPEN
TH 2:00 A.M.
THURS-PRI-SAT
on0-1927
‘1632 © ST. ARCATA
(MEXT TO THE ARCATA TURATRE)
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Male breast cancer is notamyth,

“There
are not enough cases (of
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HSU’s maestro of Calypso music
Music professor learned to play drums before he could read and write
sic and immedi-

By Matt teloce

ately fell in love

with it.
“It was a very

For music Professor Eugene
Novotney, playing the drums at
age five is his earliest and most

enriching additionto my lifeasa
percussionist,”

“I sat down at the drums and can

Novotney said,
because it gave
:

laid out a little rock beat,”
Novotney, who founded and instructs the HSU Calypso Band,
said.
“Literally, people couldn’t believe that this little kid had this
rhythm.”
In

the

°60s,

a

5-year-old

Bikes from $249.98
http://www.trekbikes.com

play togetherand

be the “lead
voice ” ofa band.

he played percussion for the

Novotney was babysat by two

production

brothers who were in a rock ‘n’ roll

“Gomer Pyle,” a
Nashville musical starring Jim
Nabors
and The
Brady Bunch’s
Florence

band. They lived across the street

|

him a chance for
ist to

from him m Cleveland.
He mtroduced himself to the
drums one day before the band’s
drummer arrived.

A week later, he started taking
drum lessons and the rest is his-

of

Henderson. Eogene Novetney shows students double bounce techniques

While with the on bis prectice pod during bis beginning percussion cess.
show, one
of the

musical directors hired Novomey

(LIFE CYCLE nd82eiiatie

the

dreams of becoming
a pro-

© COSS-CZE - SAEMpAAY
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aaah.
While
in
graduate
school
at Uni-
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for the national tour of the Broad-

“Asa student, I just literally was

way musical

broughthim

determined that
if I ever was a
teacher, thisis one of the first things
I'm going to introduce
to the percussion program,” Novotney said.
He is proud
to say that
the HSU

to California

Calypso

drums,

and
he began
to
have

he was in college.

“A Chorus

“Literally, people couldn't

Line,”

which

believe that this little kid
had this rhythm.”
EUGENE NOVOTNEY

.

Music professor

for the first
time.
While liv-

ing in Los
Angeles in
1985, he accepted a teaching job
at HSU, even though he hadn’t
really heard of Arcata.

Band’s

instruments,

which are valued at $28,000, have
ee

also pointed
out that all
thetecen teenies
is used for scholarships.

“One-hundred percent of the
money we generate from those

“Every single person in the L.A.

area that I asked about Arcata said,

‘If 1 could move there tomorrowI

would,” he said. “And that was
good enough
for me.”

dppanyes qinem) \epeey ard ge) -urd|sodg

In his first year at HSU,

OL Je Grand ape /m m/gg TS -M/Og' YS 2018y

Novotney started the HSU Ca-

noting the band has generated
over
$15,000 in scholarships since

1991.
Novotney said people often get
confused between the HSU Ca-

See Neveluey,
page 10
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PHOTO COURTESY
OF MIKE CAUDILL

Members ofthe Collgo Republicans met with Freak Riggs cote his month oto besk in ictinopte

"Mhen the beer bubbles,
the masses forget their

troubles."

Conservatives of HSU unite

Club offers a new point of view

mice

mrt

ren

mididette
stenting
it.
“There's
a greater liberal voice
on
because most professorsare
* said Mike Caudil,
political science senior and cofounder of
Republicans.
The

, for-

merly known as the New Federalist Society, has started to grow and
reach out to more students on campus.
Steven Carne, a political science
senior and cofounder of the club,

said people didn’t know what Federalists were and decided to change

the name Oct. 7, after Caudill attended a conference at the Univer-

“We
our name to College Republicans because we
weren't drawing in the student
body,” Carne said. “Some know
what the Federalists were but everyone knows what Republicans
Ps
American Federalism began in

the late

178(

os

2

ees
government
and
Berens cen goverment
advocates
for federalism included
Alexander
ames Madison and John
Jay
“Since the name
theclub
has sky rocketed from 8 to 25 students,” he said.
Thureday night, five members

not their race.”
“We want to see equal
rtunity for everyone,”
said.
“People should be hired based on

of the club served as ushers when

Margie Handley, Virginia StromMartin as well as Bob Dole and Bill

Elizabeth Dole, wife of
presi
tial candidate
Bob Dole, spokein
Eureka

The members
served with her
nal staff at the Red Lion Inn

decorating
her room with various flowers and
. Carne

described
Dole’s security during
her appearance as “tight,” and
added members had to give officsecurity numbers.
After decorating
her room, the

group ran faxes with Dole’s itiner-

ary toher. They aleo helped
publi-

Frank Riggs, Michela Alioto,

Clinton.

The group will holda press conference di
each
of the candidates in the next few weeks. A
date and time haven’tbeen
decided
on.
“We see incorrect propaganda

on TV and it needs to be corrected,” Carne said.

Forexample,
Carne said Alioto’s
commercials incorrectly state
Riggs cut student
loans and grants
when in actuality he raised loans
by $12 billion and Pell Grants to
the highest amount they have ever
—.

Feng
pe
rag
press events on Arcata Commu-

~ Access Channel 12 forthe can-

ton wil be legal and it does nt
remove

Republicans
meet every
at 5 p.m. in Nelson
Hall

discrimination

laws.
It will create

--The People's Daily

617 4th Street

- Downtown Eureka - 445-4480
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Novotney

“I do get a reward from being

* Coullaced
fram page
lypso Band and the Humboldt
Calypso Band, which are two dif-

at the cutting edge of my field,”

he said.
“I feel like

history

ferent bands.

in all fields, the cutting edge is

aan HSU Calypso Band,
ich plays most of the

very close to academia and very

me ieonahephnicts 0 oF

much distant from popular music,” he said.

28 students
and community mem-

Novotney said he also likes to

itr

bers. It is offered as a class in the
music department.

surf the internet and watch sports,
and admits being addicted to both.

is comprised
¢
ised of 12
aa in contrast,

require

It acts as a “support system” for

“When you (decide to join a
band), there’s an assumption that

revenue generated
the Humboldt
Calypso Band goes
&

into maintenance,
the purchaseof
instruments, purchase of music,

purchase ofmounts, etc.,” he said.

Besides teaching percussion
and leading the HSU Calypso
Band, Novotney has also con-

ducted the university band, the

Marching Lumberjacks, taught
contemporary music class and

He said both music and sports

progress.”

“desire,

effort

and

you have put a lot of effort into

music, as an athlete puts a lot of

‘effort in their lives into athletics,”
he said.

N
is still enrolled
at University of Iinoia, and expects to
earn his Ph.D. in December
1997.
From Halloween through Nov.
$, the HSU Calypso Band is going
on tour to play high school assem-

blies in Santa Rosa, San Jose and

created and teaches the History
of Rock and Roll, an upper divi-

sion general education class.

at the HSU Scholarship Benefit
Concert on Nov. 9.

Dreaming of basking In the sun in
down

Tr

or skiing

aoa

HAW AI
the slopes of

2

Make your Christmas break a
dream come true.
We can help you with travel plans.
:
call

822-7676

located in the University Center

,

Hours: 9:00 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Wednesday - 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

for

FREE

Catalog

of

delwery.

call

i

Lae

aa)

Although Novotney loves to
perform, he loves to teach just
as much.
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| Utility tax issue long time in coming
Poll shows tax in close race

Issue to be decided Nov.5
By Matess ishtn
forced
to vote on a
questionable utility
users tax or lose important
community programs to
cuts.
aera
po
eliminating city youth
» street
street

bebentaney

activities.

tof
iteiwalineeticaan,
es
aan of

way
state

Poll shows Arcata council race too close to call
wana

poll conducted last

indicate a close race between five of

the six Arcata City Council candiae

utility tax,

i

Arcata City Councilinin

ers that polls are not predictions
but
canbea
ee
ionsat the time of the poll,” Larson
a
a
outcome clearly will depend
on the turn-out on election day and
how the undecided vote splits.”

at

onal
rte
-”
1p

i in

Revenue from property tax has
dropped by about $100,000 for at
the past two years, from $627, 000
in 1994-95
to $434,000
in 1996-97.
The more than $4 million in the
cent of the Arcata's total $17 million
budget. The other 75 percent of the
cakamaicdarandce

u

tax generates

ianntnae

speokers and
celebrating
the
North Coast's
continuing
commitment
to 0

safe ond healthy
environment.

{t will take placeof
the Secco
Amphthester
(next
to the Adorni
Conter)
ot 1011
Woterfroat
Or. in
Euroka.
For more
tohormation
call
GAS BGS,

© Aber
Jen. 1,

to submit new taxes to voters
will be able 10 ask of
for their
she said.
But the
ity ofthetaxsooncame .
into question. The course
of the tax’s

t

$450,000
per year and
into the
Arcats's General Fund over $4 mil-

legal status is outlined in a Senate bill,
0“
gaaaailaaaaeaaaaat
steps,
or af the sito of

"hill

inentieetniiiual

mandated
that California cities submit all new taxes to voters for ap-

or minus
6 percent.

"Teer

ge n.

gasoline
taxes goes to the gas tax
and traffic fund.
When the utility tax was created,
Arcata had the power to assess special
taxed, Hodgpon said. Cities were not

appears
as a line itemin the tax section

The error margin for this poll is plus

The poll asked
258
regi
voters who said they were
or very
likely to vote on Nov. 5 about their

a3

Soturdey beginning
ot 10.a.m. There

entertoinment

goes to the water fund pe these

avai
Cities
to create
—eSe oman gage ll

Action
Day on

room tax, which generates $465,000.

taxes from cities
the state bud-

et ———eee

Environmental

will be o rally with

General
Fund makes up about
25 per-

and various

@ The Sierra
Cub
ts sponsoringon

of revenue are the sales tax, which

generates$1.46 million,
and the hotel

On Nov. 5 Arcata residents will be

VD

The sample inchaded 46 percentmen

Arcata based its utility tax on the

=
accurate
representation oe

Woodlake decision, which over-

tion compared with previous surveys,
Larson stated.

they cound
be tead

wp te $506 for the

Soe (Si,
wage TY

Elizabeth Dole
energizes the
faithful in Eureka
a
The Republican
of Humboldt
County has had a
benerts thiaieriaae’s ce hee Rokakens licks Tieess
we

«

ower
Center.
Dole spoke
to the capacity crowd of Humboldt County
ides tees eatedion s character and

cl cher soe

PPELD
fe ceineneeeue

Eltaebets Dole pesots the coud cad spreads the message of her bushoad’s aresideatial comaciga.

influx
of volunteers.”

'

said those who doubted the

each

Cntr

~s

election
on Nov. 5.

e

woe

and urged those in attendance to “role up your sleeves” and
help her husband and other Republican candidates win

ew many

influence on

sowed

bar viel, « doa ute Dar bested ote

mere

FuPcople thet
that we didn’t have a chance weren't
rene

wuWe're
ge

TU

Neon R_Winlecr
Shee Riggs,
Rep.

ictebnesvensignteriennmen turing

in

takes

business owners and other dignitaries gave

asoneen 6 apes of the former U.S. Senate

to win — I feel it. It's a ground‘ee
among the crowd, escorted by
Secret Service areas, delivering the same
same

Nepublican

"See Del, pope 15

Tho Luaskariack

Wednesday,
Oct. 23, 1996

Marijuana initiative pits pot backers against drug foes

tivation, possession and use of
marijuana for medicinal purposes,

has drawn strong supportand criticism alike. If it passes, California
would be the first state to adopt
such a measure.
Opponents claim Proposition

215 is a way of legalizing drugs,
while supporters say it will serveto
legally protect sick people who use
marijuana.
Supporters of Proposition 215
include the California Academy of
Family Physicians, various senior
advocacy groups and the California Nurses Association.
Opponents of Proposition 215
include the California Medical
Association, Sen. Diane Feinstein

people don’t understand that all it
does is create a legal defense for
— medical marijuana patients.”
Fratello
said if Proposition 215
passes, the government will still
block marijuana prescriptions.

“It may make people think more

about the debate of marijuana

policy,” he said. “It could besomeone youlove who needs 215 inthe
next year or so.”
Paul Nordlund,
a campaign co-

ordinator for Citizens for a Drug
Free California, said in a phone

interview from Newport Beach |
that supporters
of Proposition 215

are using the sick to legalize mariJuana.

and several law enforcement
cies.

“It is a very loosely written initiative,” he said. “(Ifit passes) you

suffering people who are currently
using marijuana at the risk of (be-

tion to use marijuana.”

a spokesman for the Proposition
215 headquarters, in a phone interview from Santa Monica.
“It (Proposition 215) does not
address the question of supply,”
he said. “It only protects a sick
person if they’re caught with it.”
Fratello said a lot of the

people under 18 smoking mari-

“It will help tens of thousands of

ing arrested),” said Dave Fratello,

Thi

a o

215, which would legalize the cul-

os €

California State Proposition

opposition’s claims have led to
misconceptions about Proposition 215.
“The opponents have lied on
several occasions by saying it legalizes marijuana,”
he said. “Many

Speaking out

wouldn't
needa doctor's prescripNordlund said if Proposition

215 passes, there will be more

s
on the Arcata Plaza
Tim Motz, « tineber worker ond forest activist, spoke fo a rally of about 200 environmentalist

Sunday on the scientific reasons for forest preservation. Alter his speech he talked about how the movement to

Juana.

“There is no clause (in the writing of Proposition
215) saying ju-

cave Headwaters has lost some of its focus deckding what te do about the compromise hetwean MAIOUM and the

Clinton odmlaistration. “Yes, there is some disseation abou! whether to attack Clinton or nol. Some people more
on the liberal side foo! Clinton ts our friend. He got ws this deal so far. It is the building block of future acquisitions.
Radicels say, ‘no that’s not enough he sold us out. He didn't include the grassroots in the discussions. It was behind
dosed doors with Dianne Feinstein who has been ignoring this issue for 10 years until it got to a head.’”

veniles need parental consent,”

he said.

See Pot Prop, page!8
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‘Wastewater fee rise

»Contionad
from page 13

will take effect Jan. 1
5

grading the waste water treat-

ioe

ment plant and marsh system,

Waste water customers in Arcata will see a rise in their service
fees beginning January 1997.
A proposed $2.5 million in
waste water system improve-

ments was approved by the Arcata City Council ina unanimous
vote Oct. 16.
Thetwo

part project
deals with

improving the collection and

treatment of waste water. The

cost to improve the first part of
the project is estimated to be $2
million and deals with correcting inflow infiltration in pipes,
said Steve Tyler, Environmental
Services Department director.
Tyler said much of the infiltration is caused by the
deteriorization of aging pipes.
Because Arcata maintains two
waste water systems, one for
waste water and one for storm

drainage, a lot of the inflow results from drainage hook-ups on
private property

funneling storm

drainage into the city’s waste
water system, Tyler said.
Costing
an _ estimated

$500,000, the second part of the
project deals directly with up-

Tyler said.
Finance

Director Daphne

Hodgson offered suggestions for
financing the project. Council
members approved a revenue
bond from the investment bank-

ing firm of Piper Jaffary Inc. The
bond will be paid back in 25 years

with interest of 5.6 percent.
Arcata resident Rodney
Brunlinger said, “I think this isa
project that is long overdue,” but
hesaid he felt other options
should have been considered for
payment of the project.
“It just seems odd that it will
take 25 years to pay for a $2 million project in a city that has a
$17 million budget,” Brunlinger
said.
Hodgson said the bond is the
most cost-effective way to pay
for the project.
The initial project is estimated
to take two years, but the entire
project could conceivably take
up to 10 years and add millions
of dollars to the total cost, Tyler
said.
Residents affected by the im-

provement plan will see their fees

“talk-show” style speech she
gaveattheRepublicanNational

additional dollar added to customer bills each year, through
the life of the revenue bond,

15

Dolealso
talked about the rate

of taxes Americans pay today.

“Bob says if both spouses —
§ choose to work —
great. It

Convention in Au

should be a matter of choice,

As Dole walked through the
crowd, withSecretServiceper-

not economic necessity,” she
said. “Today one spouse has to

ofher husband’s plan
to get the

She criticized President

sonnelescortingher,shespoke

work just to pay taxes.”

Hodgson said.

United States on the “right

Clinton for not signing the bal-

Hodgson also analyzed the option of having the bond paid off

track.”

anced budget amendment.

in two years. This would require
a $531 per customer increase,

which would bea $21 per month

The Endangered Species

Act, salvage logging anda 15

percenttaxcuttoworkingfamiDole said.

chair that rocked from left to

a pretty sizable amount, comparing a $1 increase per month
to a $21 increase per month.”

“You can rest assured he

Councilman Blaser said, “I’m

budget.They’re right — they

can’t do it,” she said.

interestto North Coast citizens,

very much in favor of it. It just
makes sense, and I think it’s very

= said they can’t balance the

lies were among the topics of

increase instead of $1, she said.

Mayor Carl Pellatz said, “It’s

“The Clinton administration

(Bob Dole) can reform the Enred Species Act,” Dole
said. “It’s about time for common sense and sane science.”

Dole’s assurance that her

Using a miniature rocking

_—‘right instead of back and forth,

_Doole illustrated her point that
Clinton.
has not stood firm on
issues.
Dole blamed the administra-

_‘tion for the rise in the rate of

© drug use among young people.
‘She cited rap music, MTV,
moviesandtelevisionas
reasons

appropriate. I can’t imagine
there are people in this city who
couldn’t afford $21 per month
in fees.”
Kirkpatrick said, “If people

husband supports salvage loga “reasonable
ing and keeping
ply” of timber
drew cheers

come forward and want to pay

crowd to roll up their sleeves

more money (per month), I'd be
happy to change it (through a
vote).”
A public referendum is at-

and “work very hard with us.”

“I’m seeingnumbersthatare
very exciting from California,”

tached to the proposed plan.

California, it’s all over.”

Citizens
.in opposition have the
right to circulate a petition and

Dole spoke ofherhusband’s

upbringinginapoorfamilyand

_ help of Humboldt County citi-

the loss
, including

zens in electing her husband

challenge it. “The public has a

30-day referendum period to
challenge it,” Hodgson said.

increase by $1 a month with an

and boos from the crowd.

Dole asked members
of the

shesaid.“WhenBobDolewins

his

oftheabilitytousehisrightarm

from an injury he sustained in

~ World War II.

for the increase.

She

also said her husband

| would be tough on criminals.

“Bob Dole will work with our

governors to make sure there is
no more parole for violent of-

_ fenders,” she said.

As she returned to the stage,

Dole once again requested the
president.

ares

“With you help, we're going

to veto Bill Clinton Nov. 5.”

Saturday,

Oct. 26
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The Levmleoraet
groups and who is giving them

money. and does the same for the
presidential candidates. This is
\Sieo the place to go for all governmentinformation, notjustelection
stuff.

Those seeking political information before this year’s
election have a large array of
excellent sites on the World
Wide Web to choose from.

Coincidently, most of these
° Pe: ter

yay

wel senate
Clinic Services: 442-5709

2316 Harrison Ave.

sites have an incredible
amount ofinformation about

The Congressional Quarter!
site https//voter96.cqalert.com/

our own congressional race
of Frank Riggs versus

has some nice features.Was the

new Republican Congress really

Michela Alioto because it is
seen as one of the most com-

petitive races in the country
and we are considered a bellwether district. Here is a small

sampling of the best political web
sites.

e 21 Speed Shimano
Drive Train
e In Stock Now!...

Nowathttp://politicsnow.com/

Daily presidential tracking polls

political database are two of the

Ofcourse, there is nothing better a person can do to increase
their awareness of issues than to
read
a good newspaper every day.
The best newspaper in the
country also has the best newspaper web site. The New York
Times
is
at
https//
www.nytimes.com/ with the
best political coverage in the country and a web site that offers even
more. This site has the best political discussion groups on the web.
The groups even give you an extremely detailed review of what
has been discussed in the group
for some time so you do not feel
lost getting in!

New For ‘9771...

Also among the best is Politics

One of the best overall choices
isthe CNN/Time AllPolitits web
site
at
http://
www.allpolitics.com/ This has
all kinds of political news, discussion of issues, detailed biographies ofall the presidential candi-

dates, political analysis, political
games and poll information.

highlights of this site with political
news galore.
The fun part of this site is the
Inaugural Bowl. You select one of
the fifty states from a map and
answer a presidential election
trivia question.
If you get it right you win that
states electoral votes. If you get it
wrong your opponent does. Winners have a chance to win an all
expense paid trip to Washington
with tickets for the Inauguration.
Be warned: its very difficult, even
for dedicated political junkies.
Another major plus of this site
is the Almanac of American Politics. This large compilation of
political information was compiled by Michael Barone, senior
editor at U.S. News and World
Report.

Project Vote Smart has a site
with a bizarre amount of information at http://www.votesmart.org/ which lists all

congressmens voting records,

one of the most partisan ever? You
can find out in their voting databases.
A nice “Rate Your Rep” feature

asks you 10 questions on political
issues and then compares your answers to how your representative

votes.

Do you love National Public

Radio and its political reporting
but end up missing it a lot? Don’t
fear, you can listen to all of NPR’s
election coverage as well as the
presidential
debates and alot more
at NPR's Election ‘96 at http://

nprorg/hotnews/election
96.html. You need a RealAudio
player. The most recent version

would definitely be best, but you

canalso
get NPR’s Election Project
with audio of town hall meetings
and other local political gatherings
from all over the country.
Who knows more about politics
than the newspaper that covers
only Congress and its staff? Roll
Call newspaper has an excellent
web
site
http://
www.rolicall.com/where
you can
click on any area in the country

and find out how its congressional

election is going. Lots of in-depth

political news and Policy Briefings

their ratings by special interest

[James Foye, D.M.D.
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The Lumberjack

Utility tax

°Cousinaed
from page 15

fall of 1991.
It appears that the
_ court of ap
may use the

determined

that

62's voter-approval
Proposition
requirement for a general tax
violated the provision of the
California Constitution prohibiting a referendum of a tax levy.
The rule set forth in
Woodlake was consistent with
along line of cases that held that
the California constitution provided no power of referenda or
voter approval for implementation of general taxes.
The Woodlake decision re-'

mained unchallenged until Dec.
14, 1995, when the California

Supreme Court, in Santa Clara
Transportation Authority v.
Guardino, held that the voter

approval requirement of Propo-

sition 62 for general taxes did
not violate the constitutional
prohibition against a referendum of a tax levy.
Now the question is whether
or not cities should be made to
pay back citizens retroactively
for taxes collected after the
Guardino decision.
Senator O’Connell’s bill
would not hold cities which enacted a general tax before the
Guardino decision responsible
for retroactively paying citizens.
The retroactivity issue is currently being litigated-in a case
pending in the court of appeal

for the third appellate district,

stated JoAnne Speers, General
Counsel and Assistant Director
of the League of California Cities in a letter mailed to affected
cities on May 13.
The defendant in the case,

Butte County, imposed a utility

Council
Member
Kirkpatrick. That

dates all of the taxes imposed

throughout the state between
1986 and 1995, she stated.
Her organization is worried

Jason
means

$450,000 worth of programs
supported by the General Fund
il have to be cut from the bud-

about potential economic hard-

get, he said.

ship retroactivity could have on
cities.
The Legal Advocacy Committee prepared a legal brief that
was sent with the League’s letter. It outlines options cities

In preparation, the City cre-

ated an 11-member Budget
Task Force to review activities
with department heads and discuss where cuts could be made,

have while waiting for the
court’s decision.
The brief suggests cities may
continue collecting the tax and
await further developments,
place taxes on the ballot at a
general or special election, cease
to collect the tax or escrow the
funds collected until the issue
of retroactivity is resolved.

said Hodgson.

Options

sible cuts, from which $450,000
will be chosen, listed in order of

For six months, the review

went on and the task force held
public meetings at the Arcata
Community Center to get public feedback. “The turnout at
the meetings was surprisingly
low,” she said.

The final report delivered by
the task force on Sept. 23 contains $750,000 worth of pos-

Arcata has chosen several of
these options. The tax is still
being collected and put in the

priority.
Kirkpatrick was not on the

task force but in looking through

General Fund, but on June 5,

the list of possible programs to
be cut, he said, “I could only

the City Council created a new
fund, the utility users tax reserve fund, to save money in
case Arcata has to pay its citizens back, said Hodgson.
Every
fiscal
quarter
$125,000 will be placed into
the fund. An initial payment of
$250,000 was made June 30 to
cover the first two quarters, Jan.
1 — June 30, and another pay-

with.”
But if Measure N fails, the City
has little choice but to make the
cuts. “Cities have very few av”
enues to make money,” said
Arcata City Manager Alice Har-

If Measure

Mm

for all movement problems

e Exercise Instruction and Modification
e Pre and Post Surgical Rehabilitation
¢ Biofeed/EMG Posture and Body Mechanics
Training ¢ Back and Neck Injury
Schools ¢« Pool/Aquatic Therapy
e Work Conditioning « Home Health
e Pain Control Modalities
e Independent Exercise Programs
¢ Exercise/Injury Consultation
e Sports Medicine

If the utility tax.is abolished,
the only other real option for

creating revenue to fill the gap

Sept. 30, she said.
Voters will decide the fate of
the utility tax, called Measure N
the ballot.

|

ris.

ment of $125,000 was made on

‘on

BE INDEPENDENTLY
HEALTHY
PHYSICAL THERAPY

find about $100,000 I could live

is to increase sales tax revenue
by inviting Wal-Mart or some
other giant corporation to set up

N

shop in Arcata, she said. Harris

passes, the City will continue to
collect the tax.
Retroactivity for taxes col-

believes it’s clear, based on public
feedback to her office, that Wal-

Mart is not an option.

lected before Measure N’s adop-

Om

Appeals,

General Fund will lose about
$450,000 per year, said City

Butte County case to decide
whether Proposition 62 invali-

oe

Woodlake decision
' The Woodlake decision,
made in a California Court of

If Measure N fails, the City’s

——

.

a

ruled Proposition 62.

tion depends on the court's decision in the Butte County case.

users tax on its citizens in the

pment of
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e Laser refractive surgery associates

‘On the Plaza‘
870G St. on CA 95521
822-8611
Brenda and Christine
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Macintosh Performa 6400/180

Only
$1,849

The Apple Macintosh Performa 6400/180 is
one of the most powerful, expandable, and easy-touse multimedia computers you can get for your
home. Continuing Apple’s multimedia leadership,

its robust features and high-quality pre-installed
software make it an ideal system on which your
whole family can learn, create, and communicate.

While supplies last.

A state-of-the-art RISC-based PowerPC 603e

Se

processor running at up to 180 megahertz delivers
the performance you need to run an abundance of

O
‘@
A

powerful multimedia applications.
The Performa 6400/180 computer also
includes a host of features. A built-in 8x-speed CDROM drive delivers smooth video and audio. A 64-

bit video architecture and 1 megabyte of video
memory provide high-quality video and realistic

Dy
Cc
==e
my

eo

graphics on monitors up to 17 inches (diagonal
measurement) in size. The system also
bit CD-quality stereo input and output,
round sound, and a subwoofer speaker
nation that will add a whole new audio
to your multimedia experience.

features 16SRS sur— a combidimension

Features

* 180-MHz PowerPC 603e processor
* Internal fax modem supports speeds up to 28.8-

Kbit/s data and 14.4-Kbit/s electronic fax send/
receive as well as speakerphone and digital

MultiScan 14” Displayoosum

answering machinecapabilities

MultiScan 15” Displayocn

* Built-in 8x-speed, tray-loading CD-ROM drive
* Comes with 16MBof RAM (8MB on logic board

Requires Display Adapter Kit for use with Macintosh Il family, LC, 8°24, 8° 24GC or 4°8 video
cards, Power
DucDocks.
Book,
Kit not required for Power
MacintoshMac,
Centris\Quadra,

LC 475, Quadra G05 or Display Card AC

and 8MB in one DIMM socket)

soit!

a

Requires Display Adapter Kit for use with Macintosh II family, LC, 8° 24, 8° 24GC or 4°8
video cards; PowerBooks, DuoDocks. Kit not required for PowerMac, Macintosh Centris/

©

Quadra or Display Card 24AC.

Macintosh Performa 6400/180 wsie7Wa

PAGS 791%:

.

AppleVision 1710 Displayoa.»

* Internal 1.6GB IDE hard disk drive

Monday - Thursday 7:45am - 6:00pm
Friday 7:45am - 5:00pm
Closed Saturday
& Sunday

$429

Prices are for HSU Students, Staff, and Faculty ealy. Pred ef iecsttnens se

teginent te sienna ftems

may be subject to availability from manufacturer. The computer industry is fast paced and changes occur daily.
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Pot Prop.

The Lawberiaek

rl ha it..

“It’s just a smoke screen,” he

eres

said.

ers
215
ina
phone interview from San Francisco that his first-hand experience with patients who use marijuana is his greatest argument in
favor
of this proposition.
“I have known and met hundreds of patients who have gained
relief from using marijuana,” he
said. “Itis an outrageous
misuse of

police power to arrest people for
using medicine
they
ne d.”
also
with
the
ions’ claim that PropoGaethid edi wiheuarjemnts
gal.
“This is the grossest distortion
of the truth,” he said. “ (That argument) is totally insensible —
They're
using scare tactics.”

However, if proposition 215
passes, Geiringer
said it’s not the
final solution to the battle for the
medical
use of
marijuana.
“It doesn’t aa a situation
where sick people can go to a drug
store for
marij
” he said.
“In the meantime,
we're saying
‘let’s not arrest sick people for usit.”
i
said the DEA is opposed to this proposition because
its pride is threatened.

Medical Association, said in a

phone interview
from San Francisco said the lack of research on
the medicinal values of marijuana

decide tax rates on

to Proposition 215,
“So far, there have not been any
ee
ee ee

wealthy Californians

is why his organizationis

“We're opposing it only for the
lack of controlled studies.”
Lopp said he has heard claims

a

of marijuana’s medical effective-

ness, but is skeptical because of
the lack of research done.
“I’ve heard a lot of stories that

This November, Californians

dollars will remain in the pockets

marijuana is effective (for medici-

of the state’s wealthiest citizens.
If passed, Proposition 217

nal purposes)
, but none of these
claims have been published in
medical journals,” he said.

would reinstate the 10 to 11 percent tax rate for individuals in the
tax bracket
next

Lopp said there are several ef-

fective alternatives to using marijuana as a form of medicine.
“There are many drugs that
could control nausea and pain,”
he said. “A lot more medicines
available.”

fatalyear. This bracket includes
oir
over

f

and

married

Teachers, the League of Women
Voters of California, California

state law, these same doctors could

face federal prosecution.
“State law would not protect

Professional Firefighters, and the
Peace Officers Research Association.

doctors at all,” he said. “Federal

The proposition
would provide
$700 million in tax money for

law would need to change for the

total protection of physicians.”
Lopp said a second concern of

schools and local governments.

marijuana medically.
“ (In Proposition 215) there is

The text of the proposition contains no mention of exactly how
and where this money will be dispersed. However, Proposition 98,
which was passed several years

his is who will be eligible to use

ago, guarantees that 40 percent of
all tax money must go to Califor-

nia schools.

scribed.”

(“op
26% off most

rate has been in effect for all but
four years since.
However,
as legislation stands,
those who are within this bracket
are scheduled to receive a tax
break in April 1997. This break
would allow them to pay at the
9.3 percent rate, whichis the same

lion, or 31 percent of the total personal income taxes collected each

tax bracket for families with a taxable income of only $65,000.
Heidi B
spokeswoman
for the Yes on Proposition 217
campaign,
said in a telephone interview from Los Angeles that
the proposed tax break would be

unfair.

“The tax break brings someone paying what Bill Gates does

down
to the level of what
an average middle-class taxpayer pays
(in taxes),” she said. “Proposition 217 would just keep in place
those rates which were signed
into law previously.”
Burbage also said that the
proposition does not call fora
tax
increase.
“In April, everyone will pay
the same taxes they paid last
April,” she said.
Some opponents of the propo-
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go
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everything

Free Sushi Friday @ 6:68 pm

Tees.
%

sition feel that taxes arealready
too
high. The top 1.2 percent of taxpayers pay approximately $6.5 bil-

Fri. and Sat. Oct. 25 - 26

AL

We feature a unique selection of flime that
you won't find anywhere else, in addition to
ry
hits...
a complete selection of contempora

‘we pm tig:

bracket was established in 1973
for the top 1.2 percent of the
state’s wealthiest citizens. This

\ Madness Sale

Not Your Average Video Store...
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$115,000

Proposition 217 is supported
by the California Federation of

Lopp said while Proposition
215 would protect doctors under

a

oie
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dkcadtanes of

couples with a combined taxable
income of over $230,000.

OGG . JON WHY . SOR WUD JO INO B GuBY ,

communications for the American

The 10 to 11 percent tax

can decide for themselves if tax

“It will be the first time anyone ~ no definition of who can use it,”
he said. “Someone could say (to
has said no to the DEA,” he said.
their doctor) they have a head“That’s what they're scared of.”
ache and marijuana would be preRon Lopp, assistant director of

Rock, Reggae & Jazz Videos * Quality Documentaries ° Hong Kong Action®

19

Proposition 217 to

enn te said os eee’
| pevides mada

Wedeceday,
Oct, 23, 1996
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year. If Proposition 217 passes,
wealthy Californians will have the

highest personal state income tax
in the country.

Dana Rambo, Coalition Direc-

tor for No More Taxes/No
on 217,
said in a telephone interview from
Burlingame that the proposition
also unfairly targets small businesses. Rambo said that eighty
percent ofsmall businesses
pay personal rather than corporate income
taxes. Any business making over
$488,000
a year will also pay at the
10 to 11 percent tax rate.
“The proposition sends
an antibusiness message to companies in
California and those wishing to
relocate here,” she said. “If it

passes, we're talking about jobs
leaving the state.”
Burbage argues that the damage
done to small businesses would be
minimal.
“There are some small businesses (that would be affected),
but
they are very wealthy small businesses,” she said. “The vast ma-

jority are not in the top bracket.”

ML
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10% STUDENT
DISCOUNT
Please Present Your Student

I.D. Card

To Receive Discount
-Computer Ribbons and Cartridges,
Computer Paper, Diskettes
Binders, Notebooks

Writing Instruments
And All of Your School Supplies

PLUS
Greeting Cards, Picture Frames,
Photo Albums, Social Books,
Stationery, Invitations,
Gift Wrap and Much More.

PLUS
Copy and Fax Service

ALL
VALUE
OFFICE PRODUCTS
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Accounting Systems ¢ Office Supplies * Business Forms
833 H Street, Arcata, California 95521
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Women’s fener

Opening doors for support

senior in Cam-

.

pus

=

Prog

“I"m se here

because | care
‘ about

good place fo
: Sort. s practiat this

c

level.”

jor, going and the reason to be a part of

problem.

As you laid down your homework
assignment Professor Jones firmly
covered your hands with his, winked

She said it allows her to network the |
emotional energy she has for feminist

but we're not

professionals,” a said. “We have a
million numbers in the office for referrals who are professionals.”

slyly, and asked to see you in his office

“I want to contribute my energy for |
women’s issues,” she said.
Tamara Gilbertson, another volun- |

While violence,
abuse, and harass-

later that day.
i
Has this happened to you? Did you
feel uncomfortable, nervous, worried

about where this could lead and how
it would affect your semester?

ment are issues to contend with, they
are not confronted
daily.
For Maurer it is the business of bills
and helping to run the Center that she

teer and a marine biology and zoology

senior, echoed the same feelings.
Women’s

“We have been

is abused, but for those women who
need help, the Women’s Center offers

pro
for each other in dealing with those
problems.”

nator.

Maurer, a senior recreation
major,

said that they offer an environmentof

The primary goal stated in the
Center's mission statement is to figh

and support groups

a

Headwaters
Forest defender

~ here today
to protest

brutality. in

lic

tired of See}

my friends ie
are egrviolently

.

oe ng being

or getting

tional about women’s issues,”

and provide the resources enabling

Humboldt
_ Special Interest Clubs *
‘+ Action Council for

‘

. Sustoined Aquatics

+ Aikido

“Ambassadors
* Astrology Society
e+ Astronomy Club
* Ballet Folkloric de
Humboldt
* Ballroom Dance Club
* Bhakti Yoga
* Californio Native Plant
|
Society
* Community Expressionist
. Collective

books that ranges from the historyof

er themselves.
These are the kind of goals that keep
Calyx Anais, a freshman and art ma-

Sao Contec,
page 24

Activism abounds in AS.

+ Cycle Learning Center
*
*
*
*
*

A resolution to form the committee was passed at the

Oy Mecheai Pai
(UMBERIACK STAFF

end oflast semester, when six HSU students were arrested

State Universities, HSU’s Associated Students is an active, organized
force on campus.

A.S. Administrative Vice President Freida Ravasco,

who was last year’s A.S. president,
has attended confer-

a
ee
et cee erty
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Gran laa paid slope higed horeoe enovias whaoantien.
ay as en:
a, pp
mY
Ravasco says things are very different
at HSU.

sorte epee ae:
“We have ci

ings,”

Ravasco
said. “No one

care,
a conto communicate
(to their fellow students).

otal

They want to provide

in an undercover drug bust for possession, cultivation and

oa

Emenee

pencyne eeruncine Sire

S. represen
advocate tati
student interests
ves
in the |

"iadidend
Undeclared

Rapes’

ete

Oana

Lutheran College
Fellowship
’ + Newman Community.
“* United Christions of

Latimer said the next issue of Matrix
is due out early this next menth. —
The Center also hasa small library of

woman’s right to make her own choices

Unlike student governmen t groups at other California

r

+

the Matrix, a woman’s journal, that is

women to em

“I'm

+ Koinonia
* Kosen
Rufu Club
* Latter Day Saints Student
Association

started,” Latimer said. “We also have

__respect for women, to support a

Maurer said that often this type of
session offers a woman the security

ist.

+ Interreligious
Club
“Jewish Student Union

Center that is informative and educe-

session is in progress and not to be

agement senior,

Christ

written and distributed
by the Women’s

door is a signal to the other women
that an intense
“one on one” support

environmental.

+ Compus Crusade for

the cam-

“Weekly we have group meetings

A red dot on the Women’s Center

Wildlife man-

Honor Societies
* Bible Studies

and issues.”

trust and safety. “We have a safe
place,”
she said.

Noel Soucy

|

Maurer said. “We table a lot through- |
om the stmt ener
eet

“Whoever
walks into the office with
know how, we know who knows,”
said Ann Maurer, the center’s coordi-

* Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity

pus this week with our
: on the
v sael about beenst caver Solaiuieasl™

.

a need, we can help and if we don't

Center is a resource to reach

the people with feminist issues,” she
said.
And to educate
the campus.

Center there is a refuge. Not every
male is an abuser and not every female

support.

* Rho Chi Upsilon Sorority

“I'm an activist,
a feminist, and the |

attends
to most often.
For Kate Latimer, a volunteer and

Housed within the Multicultural

+ Middle Eastern Dance

the Center. .

“We offer sup

: and this is a

cal

THIS WEEK EDITOR

the

r environment

p

and privacy needed wo help discus

Gy Glas tecmian

* Islamic Student Union
* Mayo Club
* MEChA

eke

Vernor hada more
view
of A.S.
“I look at us as an information hub,” Vernor said.

“We can direct (students) to get more involved,” he

said. “We are not the energy (of activism) on
We
help point the activism in the right
, ne
ore
le
hing on
ye

|

Earth First!
Fantasy Gamers Guild
Free Speech Club
Greens at HSU
Hatha Yogo Club
Hemp Club

* Humboldt Community
Service International

« Humboldt Computer
Users Group
* Humboldt Dance
Collective

* Humboldt Footbag Club
+ Humboldt Sucriders
* Humboldt University

Student Snowboarding
- Humboldt Upward
Bound Alumni
* International Folk Dance

- Juggling Society
* Uterary Society

ten

* New Federalist Society

ange, es ean belgie do tac bale |

ieme
to the power and they can
can aeta)s

an how they are going to influence these people,”
Some A.S. representatives

to live from meeting to

meeting, with atleast a half-dozen projects
gatewhy we all have to have

at once.
a te: |

* Peacemoker's
Association
* Photo Club

+ Sail Club

+ Sexual Violence
Prevention Program
+ Shark Preservation
Society
°
* Shotokan Karate
* Skate Club

* Society
for Creative
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for Theater
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ces and Science
,

» Lesbian

and

ual Association
an Club.

dt Celic Society

1. Pick up a form at
the Clubs and Activi-

ational Sudent

ties Office in the

ic Student Union

South Lounge of the

a Club
hA

University Center.

dle

Eastern Dance
Wow Committee

Organizations

i Phi Fraternity

D Phi Epilson Sorority
Council
pa Phi

2.Getthesignatures
of eight enrolled
students.

Kappo Epsilon
or Societies
Studies
pus Crusode for

3. Submit information to the Clubs Office for review.

4. Once approved,
you'llbenotifiedand
given a mailbox and
some more forms to
fill out. You must
complete aclubreg-

istration form at the
beginning of each
academic year.
elleve

Society

onomy

Club

Folkloric de
ls

Dance Club

akti Yoga
lifornia Native Plant
ety

5. You will have 30
days to complete a
constitution draft for
your club.

ymmunity Expressionist
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cle Learning Center
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By Gestctnn Begley

paign is the coordinated campaign of
the Democratic party to support presidential, congressional and state races.

Motivated
by the impact of current
events on his life and the lives of the
around him, Douglas Lindsey

“Ang recommendation from the state

take part in these activities,” the po-

possible,” he said.

6. The Club Coordinating Council will
then consider and
approve or‘i

level, Lindsey
was hired by the party to

workat HSU.
two weeks
working with various HSU student
made activism a critical part ofhis
izations to register voters.
college experience.
s
“I coordinated the effort and made
“I think it is my responsibility and |
sure everyone was doing as much as
duty as both a student and a citizen to
litical science senior

‘Lindsey co-founded Students Act-

ing For Education, works as the Uni-

versity Coordinator
for the California

Omega

Delta
Psi Sorority
> Chi Upsilon Sorority

haw

One student can
make a difference

Speech

al Clubs
can Indian Alliance
pn Student Union
ck Student Union

Pht.

State Democratic coordinated Victory

°96 campaign, is a part-time host on
“Tuesday
Night Talk” on KHSU and
amember of the Humboldt Organiza-

Approximately 600 students regis-

tered and now Lindsey is turning his
energy toward voter education. He
spends a couple of hours every day on

the Quad atthe Victory 96 table, which
has information on democratic candidate Virginia Strom-Martin,

the

Clinton/Gore
campaign and other can-

tion of Political Scientists.

didates and issues.

costs of

them know which candidates
are working toward the student interest,” he

S.A.F.E. formed in the spring of
1995 in
nse to the escalating
education, Lindsey

said.
“Our focus has been to develop a

relationship
in Sacramento and help

pass legislation
that would benefit the
pocket books of students and their

parents,”
he said. “We want peopleto
be able to achieve the dream ofhigher
education
on the basis ofaccountability, affordability
and opportunity.”
Lindsey and other members of the
group have traveled to Sacramento
several times each semester to lobby

legislators, testify before committees
and send a message to the lawmakers.

“We've been successful as lobby-

ists because we represent the constituency. Most people
are voters
that either go to school or have
children they want to send to
school,”
he said.

S.A.F.E.’s pressure to freeze
student fees for three years and
to allowincreases
only in relation to the rise in the cost of *
moved abilloutofcom- '
mittee in both the
“We | were able to make

both Democrats and Repub-

D

“I’m here to educate people and let

said. “There are some that are making
itsound like they care when they don’t.

I'm here to differentiate between them

and those who are advocating and
genuinely
out for students.”
Other activities Lindsey is working
on as part of this campaign will be

“I want to provide a voice, answer
questions on where the Democratic
Party stands on issues,” he said.
After working with KHSU’s former
news director, Dave Silverbrand, on

S.A.F.E. issue coverage, Lindsey was
asked if he would like to become involved with “Tuesday Night Talk.”
“I’ve always had a dream of being

part ofa talk show,” Lindsey said.

has hosted several general interest shows that address
nonpartisan issues to avoid
any conflict of interest with
his employment with the
Democratic Party. Most of
- theshowsheisinvolved
with
bringinmembers
ofthe community to discuss city council races or ballot measures.
Future shows Lindsey is

working on include U.S. for-

that benefits everyone,”
Lindsey said.“Althoughthe —
bills failed because of infighting, we were able to
move these bills through
five
| coeenenennsrete™
the
desk.”

eign policy discussions,
bring-

ing in the author ofanew book
on “Generation X” and get-

Os

from the campus
on the show.
In H.O.P.S., Lindsey has
been-working
as a speakers bu-

Sen Lindeay,
page 24

Robert
Fleming
Art senior in

California

Peace Action.
“\'m active

because |

schools, health
and the environment are

more important than

A

.

Upcoming election

Bible study students
reach out with religion
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By Kally Wentz
Part of the first activist movementson many campuses, Christian clubs use their presence to
reach as many students as possible.

Bible Studies of the Old and
New Testament,
a Christian club

active on campus for 13 years,
can beseen in the University
Cen-

ter Quad on a weekly basis.

Teagan Moore, a music senior, passes out pamphlets and
brochuresat
the table every week.
The table is set up in an attempt to “make ourselves visible
to students and share with others,” Moore said. Students passing by can take Bible quizzes,
watch skits or listen to “openair” preaching by active particits.

Moore said he will continue
“sharing the word, (because) it’s
been working for 2,000 years.”
Another active group, the Campus Crusade for Christ, was started
by a few students in 1972, said
Eric Leong, thes club’s off- campus
adviser.

“Anyone can become a member,” ee said,
Although the different Christian groups do not run activities

Bible studies club member,

together on a regular basis, “we

makes activism a part ofher daily
routine.
“My goal is to be there for

others and show them through
scripture what it means to walk
with Christ,” Holt said.

“It’sacampus,
and people want

to share their views with one another,” she said.
Holt said some days they reach
more people than others.
“Itdepends
on theday. There’s
a lot of people that say no, but

Lindsey
2 Continved ram pape 7S
reau coordinator.
“We don’t have an established
hierarchy where everybody has a
clearly defined job. No one person
should be
making executive decisions,” he said. “People find their
own niche in H.O.P.S., whatever

they’re inspired by.”

_ The organization hasa fluctuating membership, with an e-mail
subscriberlistof 15to20 students.
It works on maintaininga political
science home page, bringing

speakers to HSU, coordinating
workshops, seminars and film pre-

sentations on various political issues and processes and dissemi-

nating information to the campus
community on upcoming political
events.

Despiteall his activities, Lindsey
manages to carry a full load of

classes and anaup with his three
minors, which are California stud-

ies, peace and conflict seudiggand

international relatiqns, .

In his spare time he monies

LUM!

then you rejoice ohm there’s that
one person you reach,” she said.
The club conducts Bible study
groups on Fridays at 7 p.m. in
Siemens Hall 109. Moore said the
intent of the study groups are to
allow “people (to) come to know
Jesus Christ through his word.”
Holt is involved with the club
because she believes “God is involved in everything.”
“God has put me in a really
special place this year, to be used

get people involved,” he said.
English senior Dawn Holt, a

“We do whateverwe can do to

“Preferential ———
never before been defined in
the courts,” Dorsey said.

By Denied Widmer

for Him,” she said.

- the beach near his home with his

dog Clystenes, who is named after
the Greek aristocrat who helped

form the first democracies.
when I get a

chance to,” he said. “I also like to

study American Indian issues and
read about politics and more politics.”
his

hectic

such language.”
“Furthermore,
issues of di-

versity need to be addressed
and that is why we need affir-

ness of events that affect mi-

norities and under-represented people.

mative action,” Dorsey said.

There are shout 30
$4 mem-

The Chicano student
movement of Aztalan, in conjunction with other on-campus organizations, coordi-

Industrial Technology senior Patrick Yango
and English senior Rachel Beaudoin spend
come out fo the Bible study table three times
a week in the Quad.
The service is held Sundays at 7
p.m. at Trinity Baptist Church in
Arcata.
“We have 25 minutes of music,
rock and blues, and different pastors
come.to preach the word,” Leong

said.
Other activities sponsored by the

laborers,” he said.

bers in MEChA, an organization open to people ofall heritages and ba

MEChA recently joined
with other campus organiza-

nated the rally against Proposition 209, the so-called California Civil Rights Initiative.
“This bill has been introduced in California first, and

tions, such as the Black Students Union, Jewish Students
Unionand the Women’s Center, to form the Student Coa-

if it passes it could spread to
other states throughout the
country,”

said

lition for Diversity. This was

an attempt “to address the issues of diversity on this campus ... and the lack thereof,”

Xochitil

Dorsey, Spanish senior, noting that “California is known

Dorsey said.

as a trend-setter.”

Since the coalition formed

MECHA, acting with the
San Francisco-based Free-

last semester, it has gathered

dom Fall organization, has

2,500 signatures ona petition
to support diversity at HSU,

on campus explaining how to
organize against Proposition

met with administrators and

been conducting workshops

written an Associated Stu-

dents resolution
i
more faculty of ethnic back-

209.

Freedom Fall sponsored

the 20-campus tour featuring

ground. The resolution was
passed with a 97 percent student vote in last semester's

Dolores Huerta, co-founder

and vice president of the

A.S. elections.
In a ion to MEChA’s
attemptsto bring diversityto

United Farmworkers Union.

Huerta, who is best known
for her work with Caesar
Chavez during the grape boyanti-209 rally at HSU Oct

SEAC

10.
MECHA plans to concentrate its energies
on educating

oCeatineed
kom gage 21

voters about the initiative
dur-

sense things

weren’t
:
progressing as

should be,”

community will be distribut-

“I started college as a science student
with theund
that what needed

initiative and its consequences if passed.
“We need to break the languagedown into understandable terms,” Dorsey said, ex-

e

schedule,

derstand these niidients but they’re

and a pack of Camet filters get him
through the day, but said he
couldn’t live any other way.
“My involvement in all these
things is what keeps my sanity because I can’tjust stand by,” he said.

after reading Econews and seeing flyers
around campus for SEAC meetings.
“The most important aspect of being
an activist is destroying certain percep-

“I need to do my part to be able to
complain when I disagree.”
Lindsey plans on making a career ofhis activism, starting shortly
after his graduation this May.
“My short-term
goals are to work
in Sacramento as a legislative aide,
staffer
or consultant. I’dliketo move
on to the federal level an become a
lobbyist fora progressive organiza-

ing election day. A group of
people from HSU and the

ism.
“Pve always had a

Lindsey has let eight cups of coffee

tion,”
he said.

pretation until a case reaches
the courts for them to define

HSU, the <<paleo encour-

cott of the °70s, spoke at an

spend atleast an hour exercisingon

With

“The law is subject to inter-

group devoted to social politics and community aware-

dents,” he said.

“I love to

K STAFF

MEChA, the Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztalan, is an on-campus

do get together from time to time - Campus Crusade for Christ include
conferences throughout the year to
to host a speaker or something,”
get
together with other CCC clubs at
Leong said. The club has made
various colleges, Friday night movies
special attempts this year to reach
and Bible studies at different memstudents through the University
bers houses during the week.
Praise program. Leong describes
“Our purpose is to help fulfill the
the Sunday night activity as an
great commission (of Christ),” Leong
“alternative worship service.”
said
“Our main goal this year was to
“Our mission statement is to turn
get University Praise off the
lost students into Christian-centered
ground. We tried to create a place

that’s informal and casual for stu-

-

motivates MEChA

er

Ss

ee
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being stifled.”
McClure said he became an activist

tions,” he said.

“One of these perceptions is that
progressis going well and everything is
OK. janie is that everything is so
screwed up and corrupt that there is

nothing we can do. The first and foremost thing about being an activist is
knowing what's going on and keeping up
with the issues.”

plaining some of the vague
terms found in the legislation.

Center
* Contiawed from pege 22
women to the topics women
face today available to all students on campus.
Maurer and Latimer said
thatsince men don’t normally
pick up information at the
tables on the Quad or the Center, that they hope the women

.

“We focus alot on community outreach
and issues that
effect the Latino community,”
Dorsey said. “Our goals are
to create a safe place to discuss issues of diversity, outreach, and education. And
also support, support for one
er.”
“For a lot of students coming to HSU, it’s a culture
shock when they gethere. We
try to create a
fam-

ily for them,” she satd..

They said there have been
a few men who have called to

find out how they can help
work with the group
“Iftherearewomenormen

on campus that need more
information on women’s is-

sues, we want them to come
in and use the Center,”
Latimer said.
The ae Center has

in a man’s circle, whether it’s
a meeting
onday at 4
SEAC meets every Tuesday night at
a sister, wife, girlfriend or
p.m. in the Multiculeural
the Green and Gold Room in Foard
friend would make the inforCenter 106
oF dats 8 open to
Hall at 5:30.
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The faces of Bali
author Judy Slattum.
ail
“This is a very fortunate experience for us,” said Peter

0 Otis hee

Buckley, school administrator for Dell’ Arte. “We have a
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“Masks of Bali” will feature Balinese dancer
- ie,
and

teacher, I. Made Surya, and his wife,

strong connection with the Balinese people. This enables
our instructors and students to learn ‘diss art of mask making,”

People will see the beauty of Indonesia and the heartland
©! Bali through the eyes of Surya and Slattum with the help
Of dance, lecture and slides.

“The approach that I. Made Surya and Judy Slattum are

is exciting. They are presenting their art, which is a
part of everyday life for them just as their religion is,”
Buckley said.
Sheena author of “Masks of Bali: Spirits of an Ancient

Drama,” will presenta slide show and lecture on the art form
and history of Bali masks.
She is a former theater director and costume designer and
has curated numerous museum shows on traditional masks.
Her collection of Balinese masks toured the United States
for three years.
In addition, Surya will perform three dances called the
Topeng Dalem, the Topeng Tua and Jauk.
Surya isa teacher, tour leader and performer. He grew up
in Bali’s capital city, Denpasar, and is the oldest son of
a Hindu priest.
The couple hopes to educate people about
“one of the most beautiful, accessible and cul-

turally rich islands in the Indonesian archipelago,” stated a Dell’ Arte press release.
Slattum and Surya also organize and lead
study tours to countries where ritual masks
are used.

“Masks of Bali” will be at the Dell’ Arte
Theatre at First and H streets in Blue Lake.
The show starts at 8 p.m. All tickets are $5.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION
BY HEATHER PARKER

Bali mask dancer, |. Made Suryasa, will

perform Friday at the Dell’ Arte Theatre.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DELL ‘ARTE

Strictly spiritual
Strictly Roots ‘prophetic’ music instills faith
Dy Peter Sciacca

(UMBERIACK STAFF

Through its prophetic style of roots/reggae, Strictly Roots hopes to instill in its fans a
sense of renewed faith and inspiration.

“By prophetic, I mean our music is mostly spiritual and a reflection of the times,” said
Jahson Quetzal, vocalist and founding member of Strictly Roots in a telephone interview
from Sonoma. “It deals with humanity and the problems of society.”

Quetzal said his passion for reggae developed while living in Jamaica for three years.

“The first time I went to Jamaica was for a vacation in 1971. Reggae was just getting

started and I had never heard of it before,” he said. “I was
so deeply inspired
by the music
and how true the rasta people were to their beliefs, that I decided to move there.

Say Boot wil be bringing Wt reggae boats to Holes In che Friday.

3 See Strictly Rests, page 30
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Africanmagic

Pele Juju’s world beats will keep you dancing

§&

By Rally Couts
If you like to dance, don’t miss Pele Juju performing this Sunday at

HSU.

This estrogen-rich, world beat band plays a mixture of funk, reggae
and
80.
“Our music blends so many different styles of music together,” said
lead vocalist Dana Hutson in a telephone interview from Santa Cruz. “It
appeals to so many different people. If someone likes reggae, they can
listen to our music and date back to Bob Marley and get a feeling from

that.”

“Pele” is the name of the Hawaiian goddess of fire. It’s known in many

cultures as a nurturing goddess or an explosive female full of energy,
Hutson said. “Juju” stands for African magic. When you blend both of
these together you get a creative female full of energy and magic.
“After every show our goal is to leave the audience more awake, alive

and joy filled than when we came in,” Hutson said. “We also want to
make sure no one leaves here without breaking a sweat.”
Pele Juju started a few years ago while playing around with some

spitehannas ta ates sient atic eatts

All fomale bend Pole Juju will pertorm its world beat music ot the Nate Bochanen Room Suadey.

ae

utson

said.

“

;

Most
of the band’s songs are written as a group.

Showtime

“We try to make most of our songs stem out of our life experiences and

;

a

ii

utson’s greatest satisfactionof performingis when people

i

go up

ms

a

that it shows they have love and art in their lives.

give out positive vibes,” she said.

:

formed at Reggae on the River last year.
This eight-piece, all-women band from Santa Cruz plans to continue

- Sunday 80m
72 p.m.

Pele Juju just came out with a new CD this month called “Rhythm
Rite.”

“We serve as a sort of support group for each other and want to take
our music further and further into the world,” Hutson said.

a15
students

Pele Juju will play in the Kate Buchanan Room at HSU Sunday
at 8
p.m. Tickets are $15 general, $10 HSU students.

Pele Juju has toured with Jimmy Cliff and Burning Spear and per-

to work and record together.

|

“It’s nice to have someone not just look at you as a performer, but to

Kate Buchanan Room

- $15 genera

inspire someone else to perform,” she said. —

The band is touring the Northwest, with Ashland as its next stop.

|, $10

PeleJuju

Oakland Ballet

Babatunde

Ihe wild women of world heat
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Facemob
“The other side of the law”

Interface/Rap A Lot Records

The style of Facemob is pretty close to
thatof the Lynch Mob.
The bandis from the Midwest and it

"It’s hard to find
a good hip-hop CD
these days. The CD ded, “uinton,”
sounded pretty smooth. Each song had

creates rap music with the smooth beat of
West Coast groups and the fast lyrics of

a different beat that made it easy to relax
to.

East Coast bands.
Its style can be identified with thuggish

So many rap and R & BCDshave
harsh lyrics that make it unpleasant
for

some listeners to enjoy, butnot this one.
The song, “It’s You That’s on My
Mind,” isasteady, up-beat
mix ofexcel-

This style is based on street slang lan-

guage, giving strong messages to the lis-

teners, sometimes with violent points of

lent vocals and steady dived keeping

the rhythm fast.

viewof the situation of the African American people in this country.
Some people call this style “criminal,”

The lyrics are
land worth
listening to because it give you somethingto think about.

os others pee to call it “reality.”
eens
a novelty in its muisawomaninthegroup.

Most of the songs on this CD center

around love and relationships. That

kind of gets old because too many things
these days revolve around those topics.

Telos
b oeedeweh te
men,
but she gives a whole
new reason for
people to listen to this CD.
Basically, she is a very important part
ofthelead vocals and shealsodoesagreat —
job with the background
vocals.
— Gustavo Higueruela

Although
I’m nota big rap music fan,

I didn’t cringe when I listened to it.
Ifyou’re into something
new, check it
out.

@PRESENTS @
Nov.2

Faculty Artist Series
Bresquan Trio

Hov. 9

Scholarship Concert
ith Annual Benefit
Humboldt Symphony, Calypso Band,

Symphonic Band, PM Jazz Big Band,
Mad River Transit Singers

Vocal Jazz

|

2999889698989999889886086

— Kelly Cook

HSU MUSIC
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THE METRO HAS IT ALL &
*MAJOR NEW RELEASES ON SALE FOR 2 WEEKS 6
"LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW CDs IN THE AREA 6
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The Lumberjack

Manson
© Continued
from page 27

imagery called heaven and hell.

} Some of its choice lyrics include:

d I was
to
just tosee/an
“Iwgodent

1

The band has developed and refined its sound
from its first album
into a cavalcade of gothic-industrial rock which never
lets up in its
relentlessness.

looking at me/ saw heaven and hell
a were lies/ when I’m god everyone
| dies.”

and moody piece titled “Man That
You Fear." It's overall mood and
use of a Rhodes piano invoke
memories of “Hurt,” the closing
track on Nine Inch Nails’ “The

“Antichrist Superstar” is a very
layered and intricate work which

explores themes dealing with the decay of America’s

pop-culture
society and the bullshit

Downward Spiral.”

status of rock icons. Even with all

Speaking of NIN, producer.

Among the many gems on the
album are the tracks “Mr. Super-

its intricate layers and moods, the

album
has a very raw sound which
drives it along at a much quicker
pace than “Portrait.”
The album opens with a raging
little ditty titled “Irresponsible

Trent Reznor’s influence is strong

throughout the album. His mixing, editing and programming is

star,” atwisted butall-to-real study

of obsessiveness, and “Angel with
the Scabbed Wings,” a track

heard on several tracks, most nota-

blyon thetechno-laden “Dried Up,

which, musically speaking, seems
to borrow quite a bit from Primus.
The real anthem from the album

Hate Anthem,” a tune which serves

as an appropriate set up for what’s
to come for the next 74 minutes.
One of the many things that makes
this track cool is the liner note

Tied and Dead to the World.”

Also, look for a hidden track 99 on
the CD, ala the hidden tracks on

is “1996,” a raging diatribe which

condemns the popular trend of taking “anti” stances
aginst any issue
you can think of. (“Anti sober, anti
whore/ there will never be enough
of anti more ... anti gay and anti
dope/ I am the faggot anti-pope.”) "

which states it was recorded live
on February 14, 1997.
Next up is “The Beautiful

People,” the first single off the al-

By far one of the best tracks on
thealbum
is “The Reflecting God,”

bum. Its catchy guitar riffis addictive and its overall sound is indicative of the musical maturation
Manson has undergone.

in which Reverend Manson ex-

plores the falsehood behind the

NIN’s 1992 effort “Broken.”
Some words of warning: the
photography on thealbum coveris
not for the weak
of heart and, judging by the reaction fellow Lumberjack staffers gave the album, you're
likely to piss off a lot of friends by
listening to it at a high volume.
Cool.
— Jackson Garland
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D.J. Dancing starting at 9 p.m.
featuring D.J. Anjela “Brickhouse Travolta“

Next Thursday

HALLOWEEN PARTY and Costume Contest!
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“Blood Root,” the new pro-

to drop
<

In an attempt to explore issues
of sexuality, senanaliey and character identity, playwright

k the

substai ia

Cea.
lay’s epic

Gast

sec

& conidie w

Heckel step too far over the line

nfortunately, the length is the
colipthiagabour" Blood Root” that
is epic. Some of the jokes fell flat
(you know it’s bad when the play-

of subtleness and slap the
ence in the face with Blatant’

laughing at certain lines) and the

Michael PearceanddirectorJohn } cing fragmeggmenten

Mer ew-founc ability of
ch igprobably supposed to be
pretentious symbolism that sim-" #a<
c character development
ply doesn’t work.
* « but gimply makes Pumi come off
In a nutshell, “Blood Root” sounding |like so
a bad
portrays the lives of Bole,adim_case of Tourettes S
me.

FOR WEDDINGS,
RECEPTIONS,
ANNIVERSARIES,

length.

DANCES, RECITALS.
PARTIES, REUNIONS,

TIE

0

wright himself is the only one

errs

actors, although delivering solid

performances, tripped over a
couple of lines, probably due in
part to the fact that different actors
portrayed the roles on different
witted man wholives
ina wooden
It’s at this point that “Blood
nights.
cabin on the side of a mountain,- Rode" digreseesinto Giclongstudy
bolism.
Good
That’s not to say everything
and Pumi, a mutant half-humanj’_ of overplayed
about “Blood Root” is bad; The
half-wolf female who he hag,
set is beautifully designed and the serted control over. The
lighting is well executed. Again,
the performances are strong and
the transitions between scenes flow
_ telatively well.

“However, unless you

E

1575 L ST. @ P.O. BOX

|

FUND-RAISERS,
CONFERENCES,
MEETINGS, & CLASSES.

1°

FAX: 707 826-9581

1194 @ARCATA, CA 95518
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B lood Root.”
showtimes

WASHING
AND FoLDINe PonYou,

night at the Van Duzer Theater at 8
p.m. Tickets
are $ Sb tar sasdarts exch canteraiaine atk Gb ter qnraenl oheiabien
“Blood Root”

tomorrow

through Satu

except for tomorrow night, when student
tickets are $2.

WELCOME HSU STUDENTS!
Tom Lewis D.DS. and Russel L. Davis

20% Student discount for initial exam
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Manan Brady Design

duction from the theater arts det, had alot of potentialto
bea very good play. What
it ends
up being, however, is a futile exercise in overstatement.
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Movie lacks depth
@ “Before and After”
is a boring film that
falls short inspiration
and reality.
“Before and After” (PG-13)
Hollywood Pictures

Rated PG-13

Maybe the big problem with “Before and After” is that it never really
seemed to be very real, maybe because the actors didn’t seem to be very

inspired, or maybe because it needed more depth.

It is based on a good story about Jacob (Edward Furlong), a teenager
who accidentally kills his girlfriend and runs away to avoid the law.
His parents, Ben (Liam Neeson) and Carolyn (Mery\ Streep), try to
locate him and find out the truth about what
isamurder.
After their son returns home, the movie is just a little boring. It is slow

and irrelevant at times.
It has a few good moments, like when the |parents argue about what is

CO

OF

Meryl Streep ond Liem Neoson stor in “Before ond After,” on video now.

the best choice — save their son or find out the truth.
The best character in the movie is Neeson, a very sentimental father who
can only think about saving his son, even above the law.

” ian

edap die dsereaved job, but sheis alittle unbelievableas
a mother

who loves the
Yes, it is a
viewer enough
© — Gustavo

truth (yeah right, a mother who prefers truth over a son).
pretty fair example of family relations, but never catches the
to put her/him on the edge of the sofa.
Higueruela

‘Things to Do...’ should be noticed
former boss, “The Man with the Plan” (Christopher Walken),
a quadriplegic gangster. The Man

Things to do in Deave.. ” is one of the best

wants a favor from Jimmy, and he is literally obli-

action movies I have seen in years. Maybe the title

isalittle confusing, you need to watch the movie to
understand
the meaning.
Andy Garcia is “Jimmy the Saint” a Denver
businessman with a dark past trying to have a

gated
to do it.
Jimmy decides to reunite his former gang to do
it. All his
need the money to build a
decent life, so they try to help him.

Alot of movies are underrated because they
never got a chance to compete with the big

“last advices”
from dying people to their loved

budgets ones. This is one of those movies that

ones. To keep the business running he needs

topher Lloyd, William Forsythe or Treat Will-

iams

money.
;
He soon discovers that his best investor is his

it.

“Things to Do in Denver When You are
Dead” (R)
Miramax

almost nobody notices in the video store

That is not all in this movie. People

normal life. He has the strange job of recording

like Chris-

this movie a wonderful excuse to rent

— Gustavo Higueruela

Strictly Roots: Reggae band gets inspired by ‘living right.’
changes, we stay true to our roots.”

* Comiimocel
lose page 25
—
” he
Originally formed in New Mexico,

Quetzal said the inspiration for his song writing comes

from various sources.

“I

Roots is now

based on a farm in Sonoma, where all the band members

live.

“We live together as a family because it works great that
way,”
he said.
Quetzal said the band has undergone numerous changes
since he foundedit.
“A lot of people have come and gone,” he said. “Our
mnusic io constantly qrefring and changing, Ruan Senigh ©

ired

from

to live

Just like

Bob (Marley) sid, you have to ves cortuney id epread
etlenth teeta) ae eee of the fucked

things going on
ires me.”
*
said bands such as Black Uhuru and Stee! Pulse
have also inspired him.
Strictly Roots is putting the

finishing

second release, which will be titled “Jah

“After
the
tha South Paci —

ae

ee

1

ee

touches on its

great vibes,” he said. “Many of the older people at the
ee cna
pina
Quetzal said

Caines

and

tto havea

poet

and

audience) — like an enchantment,” he said. “It is very

inspiring when you see people are getting the message of

wii

0 ie

Stuffed Tofu Turkeys.
Choice of Dressing & Sizes
10% Discount tor
for Berty Orders
@
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Forestville was his favorite concert of the summer.
“It was held on sacred Indian land and there were a lot of

Nov. 10th
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Mark A. Hise MS-DDS
“We cater to cowards!”

1225 B ST. 822-5105
will lead the opening of the Eureka Symphony’s fifth season
with as of —— s “Fifth Symphony” on

—b minor.” After the Bach piece dinesentire symphony will perform Bizet’s
“Carmen Suite No. 1.”
The symphony will pesform Eee s “Fifth” later in the

vs, : ewwontoto,—

-

a

the theme.

PHILIPS
ERG Ea

sekesasailinil instruments, acadliaaiials, orrenghignad music

eae

enW acd

—_ support to go on for a long time,” he said.

biker

for 30 yous. He has also been the director of the chamber

15th

inte m. ee
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ke are availble at Affordable Prames in: Henderson Center,
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Celebrate 6 years, afloat !!!

SOLUTIONS
Hemp*Recycled*Organic

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY
OCTOBER 25TH AND 26TH
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Those one-hit wonders

That thing theydo
®

:

=| .3:carex

@ “The Chamber” (R).

Hoduete —= ener ono

an:
John Grisham novel,
:
defends
attorney ddecdscutie
supremasist ron the

:
Pennsylvania
in
works in his father’s TV and radio store in a little town
;
in 1964.

=

death sentence.

Guy loves music, especially jazz, and at night after work he drums to

@ ‘Fly Away: Horom e” ze

the beat of old records in the stockroom.

(PG) — At 4-year-0 id

Some of his friends have a band and after losing the drummer they

girl nds.a nest ofyoosefo. — |
with Guy. Jimmy (J. Schaech), the self-centered songwriter | eggs
hiea includes
replace
and: attempts
The band
and frontman, Lenny (Steve Zahn), the single and looking-for-girl-

desperately guitarist, and “the bass player” (Ethan Embry), who is
anxious to become marine and the beautiful Faye (Liv Tyler), Jimmy's

“That Thing You Do”
20th Century Fox
PG-13

ea
raise. them.

|

te ah

fat ‘ oe wn:

girlfriend.
After winning a school contest, the band decides to record a single
with its only song, “That Thing You Do.”
One day Guy receives a visit from an agent who wants to help them

.

wkekkk
:
. The dream of any music producer is to find a group that will become
a big hit and be remembered forever.

where they
become the American Beatles. He brings them to Pittsburgh
(Tom Hanks), an agent for a major label music
meet Mr. White
company.
He gives them a name, “The Wonders,” and the song reaches the top
of the “Billboard charts.”
The band goes on the road, meeting with music idols and and

That is also the dream of many bands who are trying to get its videos appearing on national television in Hollywood, all in less than two
on MTV and earn a lot of money.
months.

When rock 'n’ roll was born in the °50s, a lot of bands were famous — The final half hour of the movie is delicious, with surprises and sad
because of a single song — those one-hit wonders.
and sweet moments.
And that is the story of “That Thing You Do,” the story of The _Liv Tyler many times seems to be the most important character in the
Wonders, a band in the °60s, when rock ‘n’ roll was in its teenage years.

movie.

“That Thing You Do” is the successful directorial debut of two-time “That Thing You Do” is one of the best movies of the year. It shows
that you don’t have to spend a lot of money (Waterworld) or to have
Oscar-winner Tom Hanks.
The movie follows the career of Guy Patterson (Tom Everett), who _ impressive special effects (Twister) to be a wonderful movie.

Autodesk's Preferred Education Partner Student Edition Software Program

CSU Program Launch Special

|

Product

atodesle
(You

Maduates - $199.00 ea.

must include a copy of this ad for the above price)
plus California Sales Tax and $10.00 shipping

Price will be $250.00 + tax and shipping on orders placed after November 15, 1996.

DESIGN AND DRAFTING FOR AUTOCAD R13
includes: AutoCAD® R13, Designer™, AuloVision™ and inside AutoCAD on-line tutorial by Shawna
Lockhardi on CD ROM

- Locked, not upgradeable

|
STUDIO R4 _—
- 3DEDIA
MULTIM
includes: 3D Studio® R4, Animator Studio™, Surfer and IPAS Toolkit on CD ROM - Locked, not upgradeable
|
MECHANICAL - WITH AUTOCAD R13
CAD®
includes: AutoR13,
AutoVision, Designer, AutoSur and IGES Translator on CD ROM - Locked,
not upgradeable.
aelanie a
cod meovide a copy of thelr curvent COU studenteculty 1D.

|
— CALL THOMAS PATON & ASSOCIATES - %00-826-0570
Decwmnat #9001...
sod te you colt S1E-S95-S64 - Requst
lb have «
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Avila shoots, he scores!
HSU soccer star brings goals, assists to Lumberjack play

career —————

tremendous throwing, prob-

the best throwing I've ever
year we've
goals of his

With theability
to becomea profeasional soccer

, Armando

1995, Avila played soccer for De _ kind oflike their life to go out there
Anza College, which went all the and watch us
ly pela
to the state championship.
alway
got sus
right equipment
team endedup
oe
the championship,”A
“We were undefeated, a ie

junior college, that was the first

pushed me, but gave me all his
Even though
his parents go to

and my dad really nurtured me alll his games
into doing
the things I to the Bay Area, he
wanted
todo.He
being
i

never

“I miss

far away,” he said. “My brother
has alittle baby and I'm his
godfather, but I don't
get to

Wave®

Avila had 23 assists that year,

which Exley considersa“phenom-

see him that much. It’s

“Armando is very strong on the ball and
he is very difficult to dispossess with the
ball. He also has very good vision and
distributes the ball very well.”

Thefirst
yearat HSU was
hard on Avila, both on and
off the field.
“Last year was hard for
me. I didn't really

people,”
he said. “I
wanted to transfer for a
while, but decided against

ALAN EXLEY
head soccer coach

i

. He is one of

the very few players we've ever had
i
program
that could make it
to that level,”
he said.
Avilais
the second leading
in the conference
right now, 10th
in the region and is also ranked as
the top assist
in the West

Region,
with 11 assists.
Exley considers
Avila to be the
key player
on his team.
“Armando
is very strong
ball
and he is
difficult
to dispossess
with the
He also has
vision
and distributes

very well,” Exley said.

cAnaae
certainly utilizes fr

that
our team
Armandois

it. I didn’t have a very
yearin soccer either.
This year has been a lot bet-

HSU and have

quickly,

an impact on the school in terms

Though Avila is a good goal

scorer, Exley describes him as
more of a set-up person.

started playing soccer when he was

“He is looking to create opportunities for others more than himself, and that is p
one thing

"My mom says thatwhen Iwas 1
or 2 I was
i with the

our team is

him back from,

because
we don't have any other
ies iene aan ry
said. “We therefore
rely on
smenieesonumanae tanks
finish them. If we had another
strong striker on the team,
Armando’s
assists would go way

a

's already leading the

“Before transferring to HSU in

ter, and I’ve met more
friends,
which is nice.”

having a winning program.”
Avila, who grew up in San Jose,

“Last year he had adifficult
time adjusting to our style of
play, which is very

from what
he had

Anza,” Exley

id. “He only
scored one goal the entire season,

ball,” Avila said. “Sports has been
my wholelife.
I played
played soccer, baseball and foot-

which was very hard on him.

“This
year has been a
turn-around from last year for

high school.”

He said his parents have been a

Armando. He came out in shape,
he knows what to do to be successful at this level and he is
i
really hard to do those things. He

great support to him as a soccer

“Ever since I was a little kid

always supported me,” he
have three brothers and a

KEITH SHEFFIELD
/ LUMBERJACK STAFF

sister and we're all in sports, s0 it’s

See Avila, page35

Armando feile

Soccer
kicks off

homestand
Annabel Dostal, left, maneuvers
against a Chico Sate opponent
last
Wednesday
af the HSU soccer field.
Forward Liz Ortiz, right, wards off a
Chico State defender in the same
geome. The men’s and women’s
soccer teams will play host to the
San Francisco
State Gators today.
‘PHOTOS BY KEITH SHEFFIELD
LUMBERJACK STAFF
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Women

Men

Athlete of the Week

Athiete of the Week

Shawn Wilson,

Melody Haas,
Cross country

Hometown: Cameron Park
Year: Senior

Hometown: Redding
Year: Junior

Major: Undeclared
Accomplishments: Haas finished 19th at the Oregon Invitational in Eugene on Sunday and first among college division
athletes. Her _—

led the "Jacks to a third-place finish

|

|

hucciegllilinnne Wilson was a raree bright 4mot inthe.
*Jacks’ 39-14 loss to Chico State on Saturday. Hehad 12t acl d 8. 2va

seven of them solo, four for lost yardage, two sack: : andafumble L

Learn The Most Effective
Martial Art In The World
CLASSES
NOW FORMING
BE PART OF THE TEAM!

North Coast
Self-Defense Acadamy
RICKSON
American

Jiu

GRACIE
Jitsu

Assoc
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A
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The Rathskeller
AT THE EUREKA INN

Import & Domestics Beers © Yards of Ale
_ Live Music Friday & Saturday Nights

822-5991
Valley West Shopping Center -Guinotli Lane Exit

(No Cover Charge)

- Wednesday & Thursday © 5:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m.
Friday & Saturday © 5:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.

Closed Sunday, Monday & Tuesday
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traveling tothe
ov. 2 conference
shiyin
Chie
champion-

Women’s soccer
continues hot streak
The women's soccer team
ran its unbeaten
streak to five

He'sbeen
taking his Flintstones

with a 4-2 victoryat

vitamins.

on

¢ Imagine how good the

World Series will be when the

q

»

‘

¢ After his second PGA tour
Se
.

over Chico State on

ednesday.

with

the national polls, at
our
. cross country
teams are ranked
9-year- ahead of the likes of Elon,

ee

Harriers
use strong
pack to place
weil
A tight group of Jacks, led by

The

men’s

soccer

Neleda¢@anche

Exley said, but he is also
ee

Avila helps

keping the

team

Jumped into contention for the
crown witha pair of
wins at home last week: 2-1
over Chico State on Wednesday and 2-0 over College of
Notre Dame on

“I think we have the most

advantageous schedule going
down the stretch,” Coach Alan

Exley said
The Jacks (7-6-1, 4-3-1) will

play two games at home this

Lun

benefit
from Avilaasa player,

Senegethasor”endiovvery

Francisco
cava, placed
fourthat
the Oregon Invitational

ine

only continue to i
”
The team bie tek dab

Avila is also very easy to
ith, has

God.
scat
give scholarships last weekend,
would that have meant I would
have had have to beat out
Kenyans AND Americans to
¢ Evenifyoudon't

© Continued
from page 33

cape vibes
aah neta

"TheJacks(7-2-4,4-1-2
stay athe iguion

has more money

make the cross country team?

Avila—

fifth runner for the ‘Jacks.

Rubalcava finished the eight-kilometer (approximately five-

week: today against San Fran-

cisco State at 4 p.m. and Satur-

day against Sonoma State at 2
p.m.

the only coach that pretty
much recruited me right
away,”
he said. “He had me
come up and visit the school,

he showed me around and

gave me a lot of respect in
that way.
“He is very concerned
with our personal life, and

that really sold me to come
here. I also love the area.”

mile) course
in 25:50.

“We're definitely going in the
right direction,” Coach Dave
Wells said.
Both the men’s and women’s

Got it

rough?
Halloween Trick or Treat Dinner
Come in costume if you dare! The night of ghosts

and goblins. Wizards, warlocks & witches are all

welcome. Start your ghostly & ghastly pursuits with
some witches’ brew & a treat or two. Then after
ing on some sourcerer's delights from the
cupboard of chef-wizard. Steve Bennett-Welch, you
will be able to reek-havoc & mayhem in a grand

manor. Halloween delights are served from 5:30 p.m.

to 9:30 p.m. on October Jist. Any witch or wizard
showing for the occasion will be rewarded with a

treat. Treats include free deserts, free glasses of wine,
free bottles of beer. and even a free dinner for two,
all redeemable only on the spookiest night of the \
NORT!
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Jackson | John C.
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WRESTLING
Audience

535 5" Street

Carolina / Phil.

Eureka
707/444.2582

Ind. / Wash.
Jax / Cine.

Participation

Giants
/ Det.

Pitt.
/ Atlanta
St. Louis / Balt.
S.F. / Houston

T.B./G.B.
Dallas
/ Miami
KC.
/ Denver
Jets
/ Ariz.

Admit 2 for 11

TONIGHT
CE

Bud & Miller

w/ad at door

hitp://www.califoodies.com
Bachelor
Party Hotline 707/523.8330

$.75

$1.75

$3.50

We Now Have
TEN BEERS

on Tap

an pit pice
$.75 $1.60 $3.50
$1.28 $2.25 $6.50

S.D. / Sea.
Buff,
/ N.E.

Phil.

=

Carolina

Carolina

Carolina

Wash.

Wash.

Wash.

Wash...

Jax

Jax

Jax

Jax

ra
Wash.

Jax
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Tike Lowberfast
tort
for
this weekend’s :

in theto national
ranki
this week
18th, rankings

;

e ‘Ariana Kemnitzer,
who has

©

Injured

Shipe is

‘back Chris
scheduled

to begin six

Oe

eer

ne een

wi

8

:

roken foot, is expected
to return
in the next two weeks.
© HSU is 2-4 at home this sea-

weekas part ofhis recovery
from

have

ina
row since 1993. The *Jacks

not lost four in a row since

¢ Saturday’s 2-0 win over Col-

1986, when the team finished
with a 2-9 record.

lege of Notre Dame marked the
third shutout of the season for goal-

Sonoma State, is coming off a
48-7 lossto Chapman Univer-

¢ Forward Armando Avilais second in the conference
in scoring
with21 points.

e Saturday’s opponent,

sity.

¢ The ‘Jacks are ranked No.
22 in the NCAA DivisionII
this week.

Womens
*

roan

Lundeen

ae
to

r

the ‘Jacks in last weekend's

games, but had to go to the

problem. She is questionable

¢ The ‘Jacks are only one point
behind UC Davis in the confer-

—* One
of the
athletes
Melody Haas beat 2¢ the Or-

¢ GoalkeeperJulieRaupcontinues to lead the conference
with a
0.57
t average.

Kabo of UC Davis, an AllAmer
in ican
track last year.
¢ The team is ranked No. 9

© The ‘Jacks moved up three _ in Divis
II this
ion
week.

kos

loses ax
9-15, 9-15.

Volleyball rebounds
from tough loss
The

volleyball

X-(

team

The football
team lost its third

The ‘Jacks (9-17, 2-4) will re- straight
Saturday, droppi
turn to action for two games at a 39°14 decision at Chico Sse.”

home this weekend:

beat

against

The loss marked the return of

Sonoma State on Friday at 7 p.m.

the perpetualax to Chico, which

on Saturday at 7 p.m.

‘Jacks (2-4, 0-2) will play Sonoma

Football falls to Chico,

State in Rohnert Park on Satur-

Come support HSU's Ultimate Frisbee teams the 26th &

27th
teams
and
Events

7

ef October. The Bud's & Hags welcome ever 20
in the 17th annual Humboldt Harvest. The times
locations ef the games will be pested at the
/Science field as of Saturday morning. This event
is spensered
by Hambeldt Disc Club.

Humboldt ultimate >

and against Southern Oregon State _ lost the trophy twice last year. The

Stanislaus State, 15-6, 15-8, 15-

11, on the road Saturday,
a day
after losing a marathon match at
Hayward State, 15-8, 15-11, 9-15,

«ay.

ARCATA RESIDENTS

Racrece Youn ern Moron Ou
Please help reduce pollution
of our
ter, creeks
and
Humboldt Bay by recycling your used motor oil in 5 easy steps:

@

Pick up a FREE motor oil
container (with your
water bill as proof of residency) at the City of Arcata’s
Environmental Services Dept. located at City Hall,
736 F St. in Arcata, Mon. - Fri., 9-12 & 1-5.

®

Carefully drain your engine’s oil into the container.

@ = Take your full container to:
Arcata Community

ing Center

1380 9th Street, Mon-Sat from 9-4:30, or

Cahill Shell - 11th and
K St., Mon-Fri from 10-5.

®

With on-site assistance, deposit your used motor oil into

an oil collection tank, and recieve 16 cents for every

gallon deposited!
@

Take your oil recycling container home and use again.
Recycling used motor oil is important,
easy,a can put extra change in your
pocket !
For more information
please call:

City
of Arcata
Environmental
Services Dept. at 822-8184

Old Town
Hotel Arcata
F St. © Eureka 708 9th Se. © Arcata
117

Arcata Community Recycling Center at 622-8512
Cahit Shell at 622-3967

442-5661
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STANDINGS
F

MPDARDWoOWNM— PF

CSU Hayward
Sonoma ST.
CSU Chico
HUMBOLDT
UC Davis
Notre Dame
CSU Stanislaus

NNN
AH LODE

MEN'S STANDINGS
10/23 UCD
10/24 Chico

T
1
4
i

HUMBOLDT
CSU Chico

mcr ys,|| ME
1023Hay

:

| UC Davis

wcac
we

CVERALL
wet

14 7
13 6
12 9
1 12
9 17
6 14
4 17

1023SSt} SonomaSt

10/24 Sono.
10/22 Sono. fF] SF St
0 10/26 HUM [| CSU Hayward
10/23
SF St :: Sonoma St
3 10/26 Chico }.| HUMBOLDT
10/23 Stan. :
1 10/27 Chico f | G6U Chico
10/22 Hay
10/22 NDme. WOMEN ’SSCORES
COCCCOO OO
COLOOO OOO OLOCEOLOLOOL
OOO COOEOOEOD
SF St
2 12
10/23HUM.
Sonoma L2-3 vs. UCSD,W3-0
vs. SF State
MEN’S SCORES
‘UC Davie W9.0 ve. SF State
HUMBOLDT
W4-2 vs. Chico
Sonoma W 6-0 vs. Stanislaus, W5-0 vs. SF State
Sonoma
St. W3-2 vs. Hayward,
W3-0 vs. Stanislaus
UCD
LO-1
vs
Chico
St,
W
2-1
vs.
Sac.
State
HUMBOLDT
W2-0 vs N.Dme, W2-1
vs. Chico
HUMBOLDT W3-0 vs. Stanislaus, L3-2 vs. SF State
CSU
Chico
L3-1
vs.
Sonoma
St.
See
ee
ee
Seeeceeeceeeseooosoooooooeoes
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STANDINGS
10/26 @ Chico vs. Azusa: 1:00p.m.

10/26 @ Rohnert Prk. vs. HSU: 2:00p.m.
10/26 @ Rohnert Prk. vs. Snma: 2:00p.m.

| SCORES
| Chapman
48 Sonoma St. 7: The Cossacks trailed 17-0 at the half and continued to falter |:
in the third quarter to the Panthers who went on to the 48-7
route at Chapman
Univ.

Chico30 HUMBOLDT14:

Nor91938
Now
23,1996

Nov. 23,1996

MCKINLEYVILLE
TOPSEVEN
6 ec ccccccccccee TIAAE

MCKINLEYVILLE
TOPSEVEN
0 cc cccccccccccccee TIAAE
Melody Haas . «++ ++000000000e1
8:32

Scott Bertoni threw for just under 400 yards an three touch-

downs as the Wildcats regained the “Axe" in the ongoing
rivalry with the Lumberjacks.
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Join us for

The Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program is sponsored by the Japanese government and seeks college

graduates from all majors to serve for one year in Japan as
Assistant Langugage Teachers (ALTa)or ae Coordinators
for lateraatioaal Relations (CiRa). Applicante must

be receiving a BA or BS by June 30, 1997.
Although required for CIR applicants,
Japanese language ability is

not necessary for ALTs.

Happy Heur!

Monday-Friday 5 - 7pm
Wednesday Night

Humboldt State University

Guinness Night 7-10pm
$7.00 pitchers
$2.50 pints

Thureday, October 24, 1996

Thersdey Night

Margarita Night 7-l1pm
Jose Cuerve Gold Margeritas $2.50
Saterday Night

Happy Heur 9-lipm
In Historic Jocoby’s Storehouse

On the Ploza - Arcato - 826-0860

4:00pn-5:00pn
Coodvin forun
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Yes vote on Measure N
ensures vital city services
The Arcata utility users tax, represented by Measure N on the November ballot, _
should be approved by voters because it is the only way Arcata can maintain many

services that are vital to the integrity of the city.

The tax, which now appears as a 3 percent tax on the four basic utility bills —

PG&E, water and garbage, and telephone and cable,
$450,000 for the city’s
seein
ral fund. The
provides the money
r services including parks and recreation, police ser-

heel

vices, administration, public works and planning.

vintages
r

Measure N is

be paying a cent more than you already do on utility bills.
ee

would not

pone

to remember

it

» you won't

ag

ee nanan Seietancn aoe Gree yous nied Sak aerovel ef Wennure N

anything to increase the tax. It would

keep it in existence
so the

General Fund can provide the money needed for many vital services in Arcata.
Se

8

a
et
nearly half a million dollars worth of programs
rted by the General
will have to be cut.
me of
cuts would include the elimination of street sweeping, the loss of

Sundays on the Plaza and the elimination of crime prevention programs such as

tng mrty

“Uesiedbeisd avadeotasdotedenthenmtmtemamtaasa
activities (such as sports activities, youth camps and gymnastics), cu
of funding to street lighting
ing services and the elimination
of the General Fund contribution to Arcata Community Access Television (ACAT).
With these cuts, the problem becomes not only a bud
issue that’s isolated from
the citizens, buta human issue that affects everyone di
ly: How safe will walking the
streets of Arcata at night be without adequate street lighting? The elimination of
ACAT would effectively kill the existence of many fun, interesting and unique
that are broadcast over our airwaves.

e existence of many
ts and services Arcata provides hangs in the
balance over the
| outcomeof easure
N. There is no magic way to fix the budget of
Arcata.
If the utility tax doesn’t pass, the town will be forced to reduce employees and
cut the number of services it provides. Vote yes on Measure N, the utility users tax.

Letters to The Lumberjack
Pellatz
tries to paint
himself
as a liberal
Because he has successfully
alienated his conservative
constitu-

So please
pay close attention to

Pellatz in debates because beneath
his liberal rhetoric lies a true progrowth, big business, do-nothing
lame duck.

So Taco Bell and Pepsico are
the “protests
of the week” at Hum-

Pellatz has also gone
out of his

cott the new Taco Bell enterprise
asa statement
against large, mono-

See

75 percent of profits from the com-

“It's a sorry state of affairs when
so-called p
ives, such as
former Arcata Mayor Victor
Schaub, start endorsing conservatives in the City Council race in
order to prevent election ofacouncil that is likelyto initiate genuine
progressive reform.
:

The Humboldt Del Norte
County Medical Society stated that

Carlton S. Yee

this doctor “ ... undoubtedly

Not satisfied with
medical profession

purity, we are encouraged
to boy-

eekacaial

some purists would have us do.

finding was “The treatment rendered did not constitute a violation of the law as it relates to the
practice of medicine.”

would have spent more time pre-

with up to 1,000 new homes. He
tried to sell the project as a “lowway to try to
bring a “big box”
retail pha ae Wehner to Arcata. Most recently,
he has worked
hard to make sure that out-oftowners feel comfortable when
building fast-food chain stores in

choose rather than exclude, as

forestry professor

ency, Arcata’s Mayor Carl Pellatz

neerengeaane Demers nag
to the City Council.
Let's remember his record:He
was a strong advocate of the
Simpson Timber annexation
(Jane’s Creek West), which would
have made millions for Simpson

the border” just to support the lady
in Red Bluff and our freedom to

boldt. Allin the name of economic

lithic corporate

;

_The state and local agencies

which are

incompetent

equate.

to discipline

rs are not ad-

I filed complaints against an
Arcata doctor. She failed
to disclose to me pertinent information
so I could make an informed
decision regardinga di
ic test.
I thought I had consented
to a

Good grief, why don’t we let
them rise or fall on the basis of the
consumers’ free choice? If Taco

small scraping of tissue. I did not

Bell fills a need, it will survive and

find out until after the procedure

persist. [fit doesn't, it will go belly
up just like the half dozen or so
businesses
that have tried that ap-

parently ill-fated location.
By the way, has anyone ever
wondered
why all those small and
oh so beautiful locally-owned
businesses never could make it there?

Even oe

food, havea

Taco Bell's

on Pepsico stock

and can’t stand Pepsi’s flavor, I
guess I'll have “to make a run for

paring you for the procedure
if she
had been aware of your history, or
ifshe knew how unaware
you were
about the details ofthe procedure.”
I asked how a patient can be
aware of the details of a procedure
if the doctor has not spent time
explaining
it. They refused to an-

swer
The Humboldt Foundation for
Medical Care stated, “There wasa

lack of information
to substantiate
your grievance.”
I sent them all the informationI

possibly could which included all
of my medical records. I will never
again trust anyone connected
with
the medical profession.
Karen Aronson

stitches instead of the chemical. In
scr te ie cue eae be
essary
ree
other doctors in-

cluding one n the Humboldt
County Health Department.

The California Medical Board’s

American Indians

educate with facts
The American Indian community placed informative and

thought-inducing FACT signs all

over the HSU campus. Theimmediate reaction was that some
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Letters

Jackson Garland _

And now we go to God live
and direct via satellite
I always hesitate to write columns regarding the Internet for the sake
of you non-believers out there. However, it is 1996, so you slackers
need to get your butts in gear and get online so you can check out the
wacky web sites I have lined up for you this week.
I was dumbfounded when I ran across a site called “Prayers
Heavenbound” (http://www. primenet.com/~prayers). Thanks to modern technology catching up with “man’s spiritual needs,” one can now
electronically beam a prayer into space and, as it would follow, straight
to “God in the Heavens.”
This “new way to pray” allows the letters and drawings you submit
to its creators to be transmitted into space via radio waves which drift

through the cosmos and

“become available to be in-

tercepted by God.”
The most amusing thing

about this site is how seriously its creators take themselves. “Until now,” they
state, “the best you could
do was to say prayers aloud
in the hope that He would

hear.” This site gives the faithful the chance to do so much more, they

claim, by placing prayers directly before the “Heavenly Father.”
The site even explains how the submitted letters and drawings are
beamed into deep space by a reconfigured satellite dish that achievesan

“effective isotropic radiated power of 20 million watts.”
Right. Somebody would have to have about 20 million brain cells

missing
to buy intoall this. Nevertheless,
I seriously considered writing

out some satanic Marilyn Manson lyrics and projecting them into space
until I saw the real kicker — it costs $9.95 to broadcast a page to God!
Don’t worry though, the Father, Son and Holy Ghost take cash, check
or money order.

* continued
from page 40
tent. Were the signs offensive? The
HSU American Indian community
attempts to educate people with
nightly lectures and events concerning the history and issues ofa
people whose land you walk on

toda

The American Indian voice on
this campus will always be heard as
long as history is not taught corand ignorance is rampant.
Just remember that HSU has one
of the highest populations of

American Indian students in the
CSU system, so we will not stand

by and be forgotten.
The sign at Founders Hall,
“America’s democracy is based on
Iroquois confederacy,” was defaced by someone who wrote: “But
you exclude women.”

This is wrong because, ina lot of
indigenous nations, women were

the leaders and definitely had an
equal say along with men in governments

_ did not treat females ina harsh
way
like the Euro-Americans have
throughout the history of the
United
States, and to attempt to
ison
between th
draw a comparison
two is ignorant.

ing being done with an ear-pierc-

ing gun. The following are dangers and problems associated with

ear-piercing guns.
1. Ear-piercing guns cannot be
sterilized. This means the gun has
bacteria, blood, plasma or viruses

(hepatitis, HIV) on it. Each time

,
can be spread
these sed
the gunisu
from person to person. You may

be getting a lot more than just a
piercing when a gun is used. You
could get an infection.
2. When guns are used, the area
being pierced is often not cleaned

properly. Alcohol does not clean
the area well enough. An antiseptic such as Betadine needs to be
used to clean the area properly.
S$. The jewelry used by guns is

often not long enough to accom-

modate for swelling that occurs in

any new piercing. It is often made

of an inferior metal that is reactive

to the body. The jewelry is also
hard to clean due to its length and
the back of the jewelry harbors
§-

Vincent Feliz
psychology junior

"s probably heard the story about a dead whale that
up ona beach somewhere and was blown up with dynamite by
authorities
to get rid of it. It’s been somewhat ofan urban legend for the
past few years and Dave Barry even wrote a column on it.

Well, the myth is true and the “Infamous Exploding Whale” web site
proves it. Point your broswer to http://www.xmission.com/~grue/
whale/
and see what I’m talking about.
:
the dead whale from
of removing
ing on various
After
the public beach, officials decided the best solution was to, for lack of
a better term, blow up the whale with dynamite — a lot of dynamite. It
took approximately half a ton of explosive to get the job done.
As it turns out, a television news crew was on hand at the Oregon

I write
to the American Indians
that have read or heard about the

September Stomp incident that

involved Eddie Garcia, a few cam-

site. It’s ahefty download (about 11 megs), but its well worth the wait.

their culture, when used out of
context, as offensive and racist be-

By the numbers
...

havior.

blatant attempt to fill che remaining space this week,

I thought I'd throw out some pointless but intriguing facts I found on
various
web sites. Hope you enjoy:

¢ A typical bed usually houses over six billion dust mites.
¢ A sneeze travels out of your nose at more than 600 mph.
¢ Plastic lawn flamingos outnumber real live flamingos in the United

I givemy

ies

My first and last name both reflect that I also have American In-

dian blood, although in my up-

bringing
I was not exposed to the
American Indian culture and the
Indians face. I have learned much

© Of all the words in the English language, the word “set” has the

through this process and will work

¢ Apples are more efficient than caffeine in keeping people awake in
the morning.
.
e An average mosquito has 47 teeth.
that just won’t go away, massage your ear lobes.
¢ Ifyou have hiccups
= “Pypewriter”is the longest word that can be made using the letters

for the American
Indian commu-

of your body weight
ssutbil oe thous the sulenpecgieiors on your body.

Piercing guns may
be dangerous
This letter is being

ite ...
dae.
¢ Mipde were Wsenediled, about 10 percent

him lat
Garland is editor in chief of The Lumberjack. You can e-mai
—
1@axe.humboldt.edu.
~
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cost a lot of money. However,if

HSU is truly in the forefrontof the

the administration
realizes students
need time to use these devices.
Recently on a Saturday morning, I visited six computer labs on
campus; three had classes
and three

were closed and didn’t open until

noon. Why were three of them
closed? Students pay $1,000 a semester. I cannot remember taking
a class where the teacher did not
require that a computer be used.
After making my six visits, I finally came to Founder’s Hall lab
and it had a class in it. The class
was half empty. I sat down and
i
iately
the teacher
came over
and told me to leave. Normally, I
would have left, but!
needed
to do my project. After

teling

him

there were no computers
avail-

able on campus, he insisted on calling
the police. Is that reallyacrime?
I want to know why the labs

were closed at 10 a.m. Saturday.
Does this institution just assume
everyone’s out drinking Friday

night? And if they do, why not
leave the computer labs open
longer weeknights?

Please be more considerate
and

to American Indians

converted this footage into digital Quicktime format and now the world
can watch the blubber fly by downloading the news report from this

beach in question to witness the entire ordeal. Well, somone has

a limited resource and that they

open the f-----g
labs.

LGA sorry for insult

to all Amerioffended.I
can Indians
that I
did not realize that dressing up as
we did was offensive. I have since
come to realize
that many American Indians view the symbolismof

Inad

health danger that I observed takfair
ing place during the week-long
on the Quad. The danger that I
saw taking place was body pierc-

to support and act as an advocate

nity.

Geronimo

living group adviser for Cypress
Hall, floors 7-9

_Fesponse to a student (public)

using agun been before they pierce
you, and do you want that to get
into your new pierci

5. People who do piercing
with :

a gun often do not give proper
aftercare instructions on how to
take care of a new piercing.
Alcohol, astringents
and hydrogen peroxide are not good cleaning agents
for a new piercing. An antiseptic
solution or antibacterial
soap needs

to be used.

Darrell Weststeyn
nursing senior

If this system is being proposed

for all of the California State Uni-

Scottie Hall

undeclared junior
Jason Whitcomb
art senior and owner of Primal

Decor in Eureka
Dean Waldron
body piercer at Pleasure Center
in Arcata

Computer labs are
inaccessible
The
ter lab situationat
eons pr

are not open long enough, and
when they are, there are al
classes in them.

I write this letter to voice my
concern about the proposed One
Card. Despite the articles in The
Lumberjack, I feel there are many
unanswered questions.

is

lunderstand that computersare

versity cam,
why has such a
big change been given so little attention? I think any educational

institution affiliating itself with
Bank of America is worth the attention.
I understand that the main purof One Card is convenience.
is isn’t 90 bad, but in a world

where
ical advancement
for the purpose of convenience is
running everything,
there's always
a flip side.
A price must be paid for a little
convenience, and I want to know

See Letters,
page 41
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The revenge of David Chrisman

Earning and getting a degree are two different things

I was bamboozled.
Malcolm X was and will always be my
least favorite Spike Lee film for various tech-

snes

nical reasons, but that colorful verb, used by
the controversial separatist in Lee’s Holly.
wood
to assess the state of the

I’m half unit shy of the 124 unit
I needs to
gut dhe diginia | centr tel id for. (Thisis
true: you actually Sisle li gay Soc 3 our di-

office supplies, figured out that ol’
he

eget

onde co

unit count. To be mathematicallycorrect,

black race, will always be one of my favorites. Bamboozled— say it a few times and

plomaatthis school, uti¢+ only $15. Other
schools, like University
of Southern California, char
aboutge $150,000.)

you'll understand. OK, stop, you look really

stupid.

n Palf'a unit,

white man, but by The Man in general. In

What the hell does a gu y have to do for
halfa eee Whistle? las cn by

Inany event, I was bamboozled
not by the.

this case it
1 A

to bea woman,
but sex
es
ate Danes.

Last May I was given ad

press tree? I gos th

,
ete

round of applause by an ‘
enough iseahinadistausend saalstal
during commencement ceremony
gitimately earned and not stolen from

e

aa

é

_—

bookstore like cheap Scantron forms. O

display proudly
on my office desk rig

dl

ik

frame have one thing in common:

Wette

both friggin’ empty. If you think thafy pa-:

thetic, the aforementioned items ar¢t

‘ Bp

_

&

ae

|

t

hy

wed

major, would Bt ‘Davic
Wid Chi
graduate. Instead,
Iam David:
world’s oldest ving sperm cell

only _ have coon me at my last gb intésyi

desk decorations I own, aside from my. N
LC II, which, during certain points of i

use, actually smells of hamster sweat. Anyway, let’s get back to the bamboo, as they

say.

Apparently, someone who works in some
building in some office at some desk, which
is probably covered with legitimate and

vtoon Fach about journalism. If
I hadn't taken that workshop on newspaper

folding, I would have my degree. Unfortunately, I was too hungry for knowledge
Barely Legal: What kind of school did you

Letters

go to?

Me: I don’t know, sir, but I heard it must

want to. I’m fine and don’t need anymore
convenience
in my life. Honestly,
all the

really put the booze in bamboozle, if you get

toa phone message I received this morning,

vaniy’ position would do — I called
50y Admissions and Records and cussed

at some point during my extended-yetmuch-needed household drug binge, my
printed on a bona
name had been

even tried throwing in the word bamboozled,
but I couldn’t ao! it without giggling. Hey.

daaa)college graduate. Nolongerjustabachelor, but a bachelor of arts.
all that
don’t feel
honesI t,
Tobe

for damn sure.
smarter, but I did learn a few things about a
While excessive use of profanity may in- _ little game called life:
sure prompt servictiand co
respect
1. Belligerent cussing does not get you
from-young wa old, it has little effect on anywhere.
!
ed admissions personnel, or so |
2. Belligerent cussing followed by a proA ite cuties, bemnediviend to, fuse apology can get you anywhere.
other things, contact the department
3. Pathetic letters work.
“petition” (academic word for beg or
4. Dead hamsters stink like sulfur and
bribe) it to accept my excess journalism rotten milk.
units.
5. NyQuil does not freeze and is cheaper
Seeing a more promising opportunity to than Jagaermeister when bought in bulk.
bamboozled, I complied and wrote the
The irony is that even an all-out battle to
rid’s most patheticletterunderthe world’s avoid a brief painless return to academia
most pathetic circumstances: A three-page inevitably delivers its own course titled Bambombshell whose entire contents can be boozling 101. Too bad it’s only worth halfa
summarized by the phrase, “duh... I f----d unit.
up.” At one point, I heard the sweaty hamster in my LC II giggle between shifts on the
Chrisman is an HSU graduate and origitreadmill, so I killed him and nailed the nator of the column Liquid Lunch.

sc Ubenlakesna

ound

own dishes at those places.

of lettuce
for 89

pam

i cacsnalile bor 90 Cocks:

le

tea

volume, then there’s never been volume.
And unless you've tried the Depot meatloaf

and automobiles,
have caused me nothing

but stress!

that snaps the tines off plastic forks, you
wouldn't
argue the quality issue.

What happens if I lose my card?
Does

that mean I have to wait two to eight weeks
for the bureaucratic paperwork (similar to
geuing my driver's ton renewed) beIcan resume my computer work? And
I better be allowed in the computer lab
without my card —
fees means

big

here, docen' it?

*s this about the One Card

for photocopiers, food and

a
er eae. Printers?
The questions
go on, and I feel just as
confused about the One Card's purpose as
I did the moment I first heard oe
Maybe
if
possible question could
pes
a
ag I'd be open
to change. But for now, I have to oppose
the One Card.
Sara
O. Bunting
sociology senior

pe pam

eens
cents. What's that you say? Those places
have volume and no quality? If7,000 captive students with no place else to eat isn’t

That's

so-called conveniences,
such as credit cards

around

diploma

my meaning. Because
of Tupac’s untimely
death, my wayward
academic credentials
Needless to say, I
and that sweaty and
wasn’t too stoked on
very dead hamster who was only doing his
the news, nor were my parents who footed job, I had a lot of serious drinking to do. I
the bill for the diploma
and the four years of started by swallowing Listerine in the morntuition, housing, hackey sacks and every- ing and finished the day by strugglingto
thing else necessary for a piece of paper hold downadouble shot off ice cold NyQuil.
sg locked up in some file cabinet next to
That was exactly 32 days ago. According

who's going to pay for this new system?
Wayne Perryman
that over time

the revenue would pay for the initial cost of
implementing a One Card, but he never
did say who was going to pay for it. I don’t

ic

» While I waited for a ati I decided I'd

123.5 units of general and super-general
education I staggered
through over the past
four years.
I was bamboozled.

I’m good, but I’m no Malcolm X and that’s

b

to the picture frame I bought for e
¢
dollar I ever earned inj
ism. Atp i
the handsome diploma case and the pic tt

unit, I will have forgotten at least half of the

to the sis

lik
a sailor
e during
a urethral examination. I fide sour which makes me a (daa-da-da-

so! doalittle bamboozling myself, rad
to time— sue me.
Tardilienenwriseniecn

a

iolation fora match-lighting
orgy
pod dé: of thought, I did whet

re Aees

Se

be pretty damn aed
By the time I
get that damned half

Shacae

Sennen

reer
2
iant
‘and that roach coach
of the UPD station,is
ve A cartons which
re-

sasscoubectal | sdmininvaon datkeep renewing
¢ aeout to » 20 for a
Mk

al Ge Goocor they've mada, bow

about five or six more microwave ovens in
the Depot? Or maybe a different menu just
- once this millenium. Or some breakfast
t, how about some

LhscoeeY Ear
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Len,

. and give us the money.

Kamm is the opinion editor of The Lumb
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OPPORTUNITIES
TAKE A BREAK! Volunteer as a
Leisure Companion and let
someone with a developrrental
disability share some fun with you.
Call Doria 443-7077.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED on a
reguiar schedule for mobile cline
serving horneless and low iricorme
pisate in Eureka, South Jetty, and
Rio Dell. Vital signs (experience
required)

arid

reception

(no

‘
.

INTERESTED
1M
THE
ENVIRONMENT AND WWW?
internships for credit with the Bay
Detta Internet Resource Ceriter.
Sendietior
to JT erra3283 @ aol.corn
or Call 453-1625.

10730

ee ap
ne

WOMEN—5'3" to 5'7" and 135
pounds or less sought as dance
partners for baliroorn dance class;

$20 per hour compensation, Friday
nights, Oct.-Dec.,;
necessary.

no experience

444-0458

{rats

have

.

.
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experience necessary). Please help
US get through
the winter. 443-1 186.

DISC JOCKEY:
truck/van,

Must

expereince

preferred, basic knoledge of rnusic/

SKI RESORTS HIRING—Ski
resorts are now hiring for many
positions
this winter. Up to $1 ,500+
in salary & beriefits. Cail Vertical
Employment Group (206) 9713650 ext. V60472.
ALASKA
SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT—Students
needed! Fishing Industry. Earn

up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month.

Room
and board! Transportation!
Male or fernale. No experience
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510
ext. A60474.
$1000's POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part tine, at hore. Toll
free (800) 898-9778 ext. R-8201
for listings.
TRAVEL
ABROAD
AND
WORK—Make up to $25-45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English ini Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required. For
information call (206) 971-3570
ext. J60473.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
Over $6 billion in public and private
sector grants & scholarships is
now

available.

All students are

sligible. Letus help. For more irifo
call (800) 263-6495 ext. F60473.

electronic Nook up. Mail resurne
to: 5645 Wainut Drive, Eureka CA
95503.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING—
Earn up to $2,000+/month working

FAST FUNDRAISER-Raise
$500 in 5 days~Greeks, groups,
Clubs, motivated individuals. Fast,
easy-No financial obligation
(800) 862-1982 ext. 33.

companies.
World travel.
Seasonal & full-time ernployment
available.
For more irtormation
call (206) 971-3550 ext. C60474.

on

cruise

ships

or

land-tour

NOW HIRING!
Mo.

Free

Alaska crab and

room

and

a=

transportation. Noexperience. Toil
free (888) 393-1433 ext. A-115.
Entry-level
available

& career

positions

worldwide

(Hawaii,

Mexico,
Caribbean,
etc.).
Waitstaff, housekeepers, SCUBA
dive leaders, fitness counselors,
and more.
Cali
Resort
Employment Services (206) 9713600 ext. R60473.
BEFORE
RESPONDING
to
advertisements requesting money be
sent oF giving a credit card number
over the phone, you may want to
contact the local Better Business
Bureau to verify the authenticity
of the
company. The Lumberjack
will not be
resporisible for the validity of any
offerings advertised.

MARILYN MILES for Judge. As
an attorney with California Indian
Legal Services. Marylin has fought
for the rights of those too often
unrepresented

in

the

judicial

system.
Marilyn believes in
fairness arid equal application of
the law. She believes strongly in
bringing
people together. We need
a
person
with
Marilyn's
comentmernt

and

vision

bench.
VOTE FOR
MILES on Nov. 5th.

J

Street,

can help! Even if you have a bad
HUM-BOATS

on

the

MARILYN
10730

Arcata.

SCREWTAPE.

Oy s
TEXTBOOK:
THE
ADOLESCENT by F. Philip, on
9/10/96 between Nelson and
Siemens Halls.
Last seen on
bench. Please call Mark Davidson
822-9531 or return to the

bay

adventures,

sail, row and paddle. Sales, rentals
and lessons.
canoes.
order.

Full moon, high tide

Group events made to
444-3048.

driving record.

Payment plans.

Fast service. Cali Chuck or Mike at
445-4188.

CAMPUS

CUTS needs new co-

owner/stylist
to provide hair care to

SERVICES
ENJOY

A

19/13

MASSAGE

IN

ARCATA—Massage relieves
discomfort caused by toxic lactic

acid which is the result of strenuous
exercise.

Foot-

degree Reiki.
822-7247.

yaoi

1757

300,000 miles out of your car?

elem)

board,

WORMWOOD—Try to get ‘em
into Gaia insteadof Holy Family
Church meets Sundays at 11am,

What can you do to get

THRILLS

, and

Reidun Oisson CMP
ties

POLARITY THERAPY, deep
tissue, intuitive touch, private

sauna/studio, Clam Beach, sliding
scale.

Fred Pasner 839-9392.

WORD
PROCESSING
&
BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
Personal records organization &
management.
Bill paying, bank
account reconciliation. Let
me help
you get organized. Kathie Roe

822-0672.

AUTOMOTIVE
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMWs, Corvettes.

Also

Jeeps,

4WD's your area. Toll free (800
898-9778 ext. A-8201 for current

listings.

FOR

RENT

1 BEDROOM, 1 BATH APT
Close to campus and public
transportation,

with

F700
23.5

XT,

Gripshift,

Ibs.

$700 OBO.

Rom $110.

443-9868.

BURTON 161 SNOWBOARD
$200, with Burton lowback custom
bindings. Burton comp boots $75,
HEAD snow jacket$75. Just waxed
and tuned, all for $325. Call Joey
826-9539.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
KEEP ARCATA PROGRESSIVE
Vote Jennifer Hannan, Bob
Ornelas, and Connie Stewart for

Arcata City Council. Three seats
are open.

10/30

TAKE A JOURNEY
to the ancient
Christian F
St.
Innocent Orthodox Church
inquirer's class
Wednesday

—

meets
at

available.

RENT
CALL

Factory trained technician for
HONDA ¢ GM ¢ TOYOTA ¢ BMW « FORD

Gift Certificates Available
Alan Hunter

Consultant/Master Technician

Namaste

Call

SPACE ON THIS PAGE
AN AD REP TODAY AT

dramatically increases performance and longevity.

Holistic Preventive Maintenance

every
7pm.

onsite

Our Systems Managed Care Program, using factory parts,

822-2596 or (888)ECO-TUNE

95,

MACINTOSH COMPUTERS,
Mac
lici 8/80 system w/13" Sony RGB
color, $650. Classic | 4/80 $325.
Hi-Res 16 inch E-Machines RGB
monitor w/card $295. Supra 14.4
fax/modem $55, 3x Toshiba CD-

AUTO WELLNESS

Downtown Arcata

Nov.

Scott 822-3065.

Practice

Cars, Trucks & 4X4's ¢ Carb Overhaul
¢ Fuel Injection Diagnosis
For do-it-yourselfers, Self-Help Classes available!

headshock,

new

application brush and instructions included.

Glitter Gels

to put in your

hair or on your skin. In gold
and silver, purple, red, blue,
turquoise, and
multicolor.

Open
7 Days

:

The Lomberjack

THs
« iain
Diamond

Blue

Then Bases wih:
Door

and the

for lack of funds, 826-5414.
teen Pub and Eatery

Jom
iue

Saturday. 822-5493.

paoste Wien will host
~

|

Sternestreet
and Delphinium Blue

Gee panel a Satardey there
will be live —_ from 9 p.m.midnight. Sunday at 7:30 p.m.
there is Marimba Magic and Monday is open mike night with Marty
~ Flashman. 668-5953
¢ Cafe Mokka will host Howdy
Emmerson Friday at 8:30 p.m.
822-2228.
¢ Hefe’s hosts Roots Reggac
with Strictly Roots on Friday and

Trio Nov. 2 at 7:45 p.m. in the
Fulkerson Recital Hall, Works by
mevnaven, Piet see oe
composer
Kirk Meachem will
erformed, Ticket ar $5 ge
2 and
$2 for
niors. wae

WEEK

Nov. 1 at 4 p.m. in Gist Hall 2.
¢ CenterArts presents the Oakland Ballet Nov. | at 8 p.m. in the
Van Duzer Theatre.
The
will include “Bolero,” “Diversions,” “Dim Sum” and an excerpt from “Hansel and Gretal.”
Tickets are $17 general and $13
for students and seniors. 8263928.

On Stage
¢ Club West presents The

© Charlie Musselwhite, Duke
will be in concert at the Eureka

High School Auditorium at 8 p.m. .
Thursday. Doors open at 7 p.m.
and tickets are $18 at the Works.
° CenterArts
ts a dance
concert with Pele Juju at 8 p.m.
Sunday in the Kate Buchanan
Room. Theeight-piece ,all women

Exotic Halloween
Ball Oct. 31 at
7 p.m. Best costume wins a trip
for two, eight days and seven

nights
to Waikiki. 444-CLUB.
¢ The HSU Music Artist Se
ries continues
with the Bresqu

1988 Tony-nominated play pro-

duced by Pacific Arts Center, will
run from Friday through Nov. 9 at
8 p.m. at the Manila Dunes Community Center. 442-1533.
tu,”a play written

by Tad Mosel and Directed by

=al
Loaner

DATSUN

<<

HONDA

=jS>_

Bikes

SUBARU

ELLA

Arcata

Available

als every Monday 8:30-9 a.m. with
Martha Johansen; meet at the Library Information desk or every
Thursday 4-5 p.m. with Sharon

Chadwick in Library 207.

¢ Behavior Problems and
Learning Disorders in Children:
A Community Discussion Nov. |
and 2 in the Natural Resources
Building 101. Deadline for pre-

registration
is Friday. Registration

fees vary. HSU credit availible.

826-8637.

Town Hall
Workshops Meetings
Oct. 31, on E Street in Old Town

Eureka. 442-0278.

~

¢ Relationships workshop,
“Endings and Beginnings (and
everything in between),” for
single or married men and women
continues today from 3-4:30 p.m.

Humboldt’s International Film

@ jEsr
MAZBDA@STOYOTA

= AON SPOUITUR

a~

Friends, 14 Representational
Humboldt Painters,” through

¢ CCAT Peace-A-Thon today,
Thursday and Friday on the Quad
with booths and guest speakers
each day at noon.
¢ To help raise money for

Windshield Wiperoc Special!
2 Blades $14.95
Exp. 10-31

Street,

drop-ins every Thursday noon-1
p.m. in the Siemens Hall 118 Computer Lab and electronic tutori-

in the Goodwin

hosts an exhibit, “McVicker and

Grab Bag

e “A Walk in the Woods,” a

eo

Forum Oct. 31 from 1:30-3:30

eer Adrian Burgess Oct. 30 at 7:30
p.m. at the Veteran’s Memorial
Building in Arcata. 826-3357.
¢ The Humboldt Arts Council

and Halloween !
3566.

Rosemary O'Neill. 826-3236.
¢ The Career Center will have a
workshop today about Resume
Writing Techniques and another
on Thursday about In
i
Techniques. Both are at noon in

Nelson Hall West 232. 826-3341.
© Lost in
? Internet

Everest,” with British mountain-

Thursday. Tickets are $6. 826-

Thursday from 5-6 p.m. with

¢ Campus forum for the CSU

¢ Center Activities hostsa slide
presentation, “In Search of

3

J

litical Scientists.
¢ Candidates for the Arcata

and Now.” 442-0278.

3ime

$13

the Humboldt Organization of Po-

exhibit, “Now and Then, Here

OV
‘ure
Arcata Theatre
aturda
-Frida
Midnig

Robillard and John Hammond

¢ Club West presents its Erotic/

826-4113.
¢ Debates on the
tions
from noon-1 p.m. Monday, Nov. 1
and 4 on the Quad. Sponsored by

¢ The Storefront Gallery in

or

¢ There will be a Stress and

Counseling
and Psychological Services Group 223 today from noon1 p.m. with Marcy Pomeroy,

Arcata will have a closing reception Friday from 5-7 p.m. for its

e Rocky Hc

needed. 826-3236.

urday, both at 8 p.m. $2 donation.

m.

the Van Duzer
Theatre at 8 p.m.

A pre-interview appointment is
Relaxation workshop at the

One Card

California Hardbodies Female
Oil Wrestling tonight at 9. Advance tickets are $6 and $8 at
the door. Doors open at § p.m.
444-CLUB.
¢ “Blood
Root,” aplay written by Michael Pearce .
sat deseted by Jalen
Heckel, will be at

4333.

3928.

Founders Hall 118 Friday and

43

“Nightmare On Elm Street” Sat-

noon-! p.m. Oct. 30 on the Quad.

Tickets for Strictly Roots are $7 in
door. 443$10 at thee
andanc
adv

jazz rhythms with soaring harmonies and stage show.
ww. Tickets are
students. 826$10
$15 generaland

Festival, the movie, “Young Frankenstein,” will be shown in

City Council will debate from

Old School Funk on Saturday.

band mixes African, reggac and

Wednesday, Oct. 23, 1996

E
.
’
6
@
@
8

«a

¢ Humboldt County Board of
isors will meet on Tues-

day at 9 a.m. at 825 Fifth St. Eureka. 445-7509.

COL
Mini Storage
eVery Competitive Rates
ePacking Boxes and
Shipping Supplies
eSqeaky Clean

eFriendly Staff
eControlled Access
eEvery Space Alarmed

180 F Street « Arcata ¢ CA |
822-2200
—_ 655-0522
.

PRIVATE OUTDOOR HOT TUBS * TRADITIONAL SAUNA CABINS « INTERNATIONAL MAGS, NEWSPAPERS

‘

a

a

LT

ULI.

|

Sun - Thurs: noon to 11 pm

Fri & Sat: noon to | am

